Trisha Dances
trisha_29:

slowly

digs in my bag...pulls out my lip gloss...pops the top and glides it across my lips

tosses it back in my bag...grins...slides down off the bar...rolling my hips as i
hold tight to the edge of the bar with one hand
trisha_29:

dirtyrpgirl: such sexy lips too baby
Maxillary_Nerve: arent they dirty?

pushes up on my tip toes....arching my back...ass pressing out...swaying it back
and forth with the beat
trisha_29:

Maxillary_Nerve: grins....eyes fixed
Maxillary_Nerve: you should feel what they feel like when... nevermind
trisha_29: faces the bar...hands grasping the edge of the bar...shifting

and spreading my
legs still up on my tip toes...leaning forward...giving my ass a little bounce with the music
D r a z: watches the trisha assetts .......... wiggle to
Maxillary_Nerve: damn i love how that asss bounces

the beat

lowers down off my tip toes...turning and leaning back against the bar...swaying
my hips slowly as i reach for the corona...taking a needed long sip
trisha_29:
D r a z:

smiles watching the swaying hips

Maxillary_Nerve: *shivers*
dirtyrpgirl: just sits on the stool watching the room........feelin all good
trisha_29: grins...pushes off the edge of the bar....walks over stopping

inside

behind max...sliding
my fingers over his shoulders...running them down over his chest as i lean in
close..pressing to his back...lips brushing softly to your ear....nipping and tugging at your
earlobe
Maxillary_Nerve:
trisha_29:

softly

eyes close as i groan at that sensation

smiles at the groan....running the tip of my tongue along the edge of your ear

Centuritime: wow
trisha_29: grins and

pulls away hearing the music.....stepping around to face
max....dropping my ass to the floor...hips swaying with the beat...sliding my hands up
over the top of your thighs
Maxillary_Nerve:

watches you...

grins...stands up and backs away backing to the stage....sliding my little ass up
on the edge...kicking my legs up and spinning to land my feet down on the stage...rolling
over onto my tummy and slowly pushing up from my shoulders back to kneel
trisha_29:

Maxillary_Nerve: grins as trish gets onto the stage
blonde_genius: lol catches my kiss n' pockets it
dirtyrpgirl: watches as trish gets on the stage......squirmming

on the barstool

rocking back and pushing up on my feet....reaching to the side and wraps my
fingers around the pole...turning to straddle against it....slowly rolling my hips and
moving up and down against the pole...the soft lace of my panties moving against the
steel
trisha_29:

Maxillary_Nerve: moves to the stage to get a better seat....watching her dance...
dirtyrpgirl: omgggg baby.......wooooooohoooooooooooooooooo yessssssssssssssss
Maxillary_Nerve: damn baby
D r a z: winks at trisha as she

!!!!!!!!!

dances against the pole

shifting and pressing my back to the pole....feeling it tight against the crack of
my ass...rubbing up and down and my hands slide over the front of my tank
top...squeezing my breasts tight in my fingers....
blonde_genius: sits, sips, and puts a hand on Alder's knee
trisha_29:

Maxillary_Nerve: mmmm
dirtyrpgirl: wow......that

is soo hot baby.........

letting my ass slide all the way down the pole...hands sliding over my bare
thighs...gripping my knees and spreading them wide as my hips roll with the
music...slowly pushing my thighs back together...
trisha_29:

dropping to my knees....spreading my thighs again...leaning way back...arching
my back up ...slowly slithering my hands over my body...pushing the tank top up slowly
trisha_29:

D r a z: smiles watching trisha as she moves against the pole
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm them black lace panties.....my

my
eyes fixed.....
Maxillary_Nerve: watching... seeing all that is revealed
dirtyrpgirl: smiles watching more of that top slide up her belly
Maxillary_Nerve: shifts position i my seat....suddenly uncomfortable and feeling restricted....
Maxillary_Nerve:

pushing up to my knees and forward...catching myself with my hands to the
stage....ass raised high...swaying with the music as i crawl all cat like towards
max...stopping in front of his...shifting to my knees...stretching my body up and back...
trisha_29:

Maxillary_Nerve:

me.

looking her up and down.... seeing her move grins as she kneels infront of

D r a z: hello harbor
trisha_29: sliding my

legs out from under my...settling my ass on the edge of the
stage...reaching out and grasping at his shirt and pulling him close between my
legs....wrapping my long legs around him.....looking up with my big blue eyes...smiling
sweetly...hi
dirtyrpgirl:

omggggggggggggggggg...................loving how my baby crawls on the stage

blonde_genius: hey there harbor....dock
Maxillary_Nerve: fuckkkk.....
Maxillary_Nerve: hi.....
Maxillary_Nerve: grins so
trisha_29: giggles....you
Maxillary_Nerve: grins as
D r a z:

laffsssssssss

trisha_29:
trisha_29:
D r a z:

grins
ty draz

your ship here n' have a drink

big....

ok max? giving my hips a wiggling against you as my legs tighten

i feel you tighen aginst me.... oh....im perfect.....
and applauds trisha s .....dancve ,,,,woo hoo trisha

superb ..thats a keeper

stands up on the barstool..............applauding and hollaring and yelpin
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! damn that was so sexy baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! woooooohooooooooooooooooo
dirtyrpgirl:

Maxillary_Nerve:

grins.... amazing trish

Trisha Dances 2
trisha_29: twirls and waves my hand in the air
trisha_29: grabs the bottom of my hoodie...pulls
dirtyrpgirl: omg................

it up and off....twirls it and lets it fly

Gabriela92: rock it, Trisha!!!!
dirtyrpgirl: this is such a sexy
Gabriela92:

song...............
yeah, good grinding song.

tosses my head back....runs my fingers down over the sides of my
neck....slithering them down over the front of my little tank top...hips swirling back and
forth with the beat.......
trisha_29:

dont know why?..........maybe it's her voice?..the beat........the fact my baby is
dancin?....i give up !!!!!!!!!!!!
Gabriela92: the perfect storm, Dirty; LOL
dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhhhhhhh gabi
Gabriela92: that guitar's wail accentuates it all.
dirtyrpgirl:

slides my hands down further...teasing along the waistband of my jeans....giving
the snap a little tug...pulling them open...the zipper flying down
trisha_29:

dirtyrpgirl:

oh she plays the hell outa her guitar gabi

dirtyrpgirl:
dirtyrpgirl:

wooooohooooooooooooooo trishhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
woman to.the end

leans forward...snapping my head forward...long hair flying...spreading my legs
a bit as i rock my hips with the beat...peeling the tight jeans down over the perfect
curves of my ass....little pink panties barely covering my tan flesh..........
trisha_29:

I think it's also the syncopation... she takes liberties with the rhythm, then
surprises you and catches up.
D r a z: its a remake of Im a man ...Bo diddly
Gabriela92: it's a great song.
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmm pink panties.....................
Gabriela92:

works them down my long legs....stepping out...twirling them and giving them a
toss....standing back up....hips snapping as i make my way down the bar...reaching for
the pole...jumping and twirling my entire body around it till i land on my feet
trisha_29:

dirtyrpgirl: damn.is my baby..just sexy as hell......or what?.............
D r a z: mmmmmmmmm such great style and sensuality
Gabriela92: catches trisha's jeans and folds them carefully, stacking
dirtyrpgirl:

on the back shelf.

snaps my fingers as i just star up in amazement

grins....grips the pole with one hand...my other hand reaching back and sliding
down over my ass...straddling against the pole....leaning back...rolling my hips forward
with the beat of the music.....
trisha_29:

dirtyrpgirl: swaying on my stool as i watch trish................
trisha_29: dropping my ass to the floor and wavering my body

back up slowly against the
pole...the crotch of my pink panties brushing against the cold steel pole
oooo trisha
watching trisha
dirtyrpgirl: wow baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
kelli-: mmm mmm mmm
kelli-:
kelli-:

running my hand up and down the pole....pushing away from it...turning and
pressing my back to the steel...rubbing the crack of my ass up and down slowly as my
fingers run back through my hair
trisha_29:

oz60nine: trisha hot mmmmmm
dirtyrpgirl: oh my gawddddddddddddddd.................
dirtyrpgirlD r a z: watches that ass jiggle against the pole

RobinBarnes87: watches trisha dance, mesmerized
Gabriela92: drops my jaw as Trisha rides up and down the pole..
trisha_29: sliding my ass down the pole...knees bent...hands sliding

over my
thighs....gripping my knees and pulling my legs apart as my hips roll slowly forward....
dirtyrpgirl: your so welcum..smiles
oz60nine: spellbound cant take my

eye s off her

Gabriela92: pushes my mouth closed with my thumb on my chin.
dirtyrpgirl: such moves..dayummmmmmmmmm
trisha_29: pushing them closed again...dropping forward to my knees...my

hands catching
me against the floor...rolling my shoulders down to the floor and back up...my body
following the motion.....
dirtyrpgirl:

puts my hands over kelli's shoulders as we watch trish...........
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

dirtyrpgirl: wohoooooooooooooooooooo trishhhhhhhhhhhhhh
oz60nine: trish now that was so arousing nice mmmmmm

trisha_29: grins...hops up and dances my way over to my spot on the bar
dirtyrpgirl: stands on my stool and applauds trish..........hootin and hollerin................damn

baby...thank YOU !!.that was incredible !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

trisha_29: lol ty ty babygirl!
RobinBarnes87: yes it was, trisha you can dance girl!!!
dirtyrpgirl: smiles....oh your so welcum.............whew..that

was sooo hot !!!!!!!!
wooooooo hoooooooooooo trish ........slides her a corona
kelli-: sorry I missed the beginning trisha.. what I saw was hhaawwtt
D r a z:

trisha_29:
trisha_29:

lol was just a little tease
ty robin

Dirty Dances
Dirty and Draz

ya could always play.....tell it like it is...............arron neville.....ya know i wont
complain one dbit !!!!!!!!!!!!1
karate820: hehe
dirtyrpgirl: just sways as my panties get wet instantly !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
sexykay39: nice choice sissy........
dirtyrpgirl: ty sissy.......smiles
dirtyrpgirl: sings along................and moves to Draz.may i have this dance?
D r a z: takes duirys hand and swings her out to me
dirtyrpgirl: falling into your arms...........shakes my hiney in the short
skirt.....................singing to you softly
karate820: hello kenny
dirtyrpgirl: you may be here today...and gone tomorrow..............
D r a z: smiles as ii twirl dirty out to to fingertips and tugs her back into me wrapping
arms round her and sways
dirtyrpgirl: you might as well get what you want....so go on and live.............
karate820: sits on the bar...watching dirty and draz dance
dirtyrpgirl: my body swings out and then back into your arms................snapping to your
body
dirtyrpgirl: stands so close and tight to you..you know me sweety.i can keep going........
D r a z: rocking her from behind as my arms envelop her as the music slows and we just
sway to the music
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm just melts into your arms................my
butt swaying slowly...................my hand on your lower back and my head pressing to
your chest
dirtyrpgirl: my upper torso..............moves in rythum to the beat..................
D r a z: rubbing my chin along hershoulders as we sway ...hand in her back to squeeze her
into me as we dnace clse
dirtyrpgirl: whispering.baby......babyyyyyyyyyy.....deep in the night
dirtyrpgirl: purrrrrrrrrrrrrs to the sax
dirtyrpgirl: now this ..this is sax for sex !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl: orgasmic sex !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
D r a z: slowly swaying as we lock eyes adn press in to each other moving as one as
westep slwoly and sway
dirtyrpgirl: believe me baby....................we've got no choice
D r a z: hand in her back rocking in and out as we move slowly ........wrapping her in my
arms
dirtyrpgirl: turns my head and kisses you softyl as our bodies sway in unison
D r a z: smiles on your lips as we sway and rock in adn out
dirtyrpgirl: smiling to you..........you know how this song makes me feel.....................
D r a z: fingers stretching up your back as we move as one ...locked in one embrace
D r a z: winks at dirty
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm.that is always sooooo lovely
Draz................damn i love our dance time..............kisses you again
dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggg.......falls back into your arms
dirtyrpgirl: i love this song !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
karate820: smiles as dirty melts and turns to putty in draz's arms
dirtyrpgirl: round and around and around and around we go.......................
D r a z: smiles and kisses you as the music takes us again ,,,,,,,,,,holds you close and
stretches out one thigh to bend you over it as i hover and shake shouldre over you
before pulling you upand moveing round and round
dirtyrpgirl: dances around Draz now............shuffeling my feet quickly as my fingers trace to
his body..stopping back in front of him.my hands on his waist as i let my body fall and
arch back.................my hair hanging from my shoulders...as i sway left to right slowly
dirtyrpgirl:

funny your the broken one................but i'm the only one who needed
................savin
D r a z: smiles as i look in dirtys eyes ....pulls her back in ,,,,,, and as we move round and
round .......... pressing her to me as our thighs touch and brush each others ,,,,,,,,hands
holdingin her tight
dirtyrpgirl: i want you to
stayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyaaaaaaaayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyayyyyyyyyyyyyeayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
yy
D r a z: twirls dirty round and round and round
D r a z: smiles as we stop
dirtyrpgirl: grinding my thighs to your leg as i fall back to you
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmm smiles and kisses you..thank You Draz......i needed that
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl: hugsssss you oh so tight
D r a z: mmmmmmmm thanks indeed for the dance ....... hugsssssss
dirtyrpgirl: batteries all recharged................panties wet .................ready to go on now
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
D r a z: laffssss
karate820: very nice you two..very sensual
dirtyrpgirl: why thank you karate.................smiles
D r a z: thanks karate
dirtyrpgirl:

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
D r a z: always reminds me of yu dirty
dirtyrpgirl: skirt a swishin....................
dirtyrpgirl: giggles..............@ Draz
D r a z: give me half chance
ratherbe
dirtyrpgirl: just a half a chance?...............
D r a z: laffs thats all
dirtyrpgirl: hehee.thats all it would take................winks
dirtyrpgirl: maybe even less !!!!!!!!!!!
D r a z: winks ..... thats for sure

"dirty?.wanna dance..........................wooshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh there i am.all
snuggled up in your arms...................smiles
D r a z: laffssssssssss
dirtyrpgirl: heck you could even play polka music..............i wouldnt care !!!!!!!
D r a z: jives with dirty ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. pulling her through my legs and turning to catch her
and lift her up aboe my head and swings to the beat
D r a z: slides her slowly down my body as I shake my hips to the beat
dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohooooooooooooooo......flies up and my skirt rides above my hips.my
hands on your shoulders as you hold my hips
dirtyrpgirl: kisses you as my feet softly touch the floor.................
D r a z: throws her out to arms length and tugs her back in and round under my hand
karate820: grins as they start dancing again
D r a z: spins her as the music drives the hips and thighs
dirtyrpgirl: my thighs slapping yours alternately.................arching back laughing and
smiling enjoyng it immensly
D r a z: grabs her by the hips and pulses her in and out to the beat as my thigh splits hers
as i bend her back
dirtyrpgirl: are ya gettin it.......................im gettin it.....................
D r a z: hovering over her as i hold her in one arm and shimmie the shoulders and my
chest over her breast
D r a z: smiles as my thigh pulses between hers as i rock to the beat
D r a z: youve got are you getting it #
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my shoulders to make my boobs rub your shoulders...........
dirtyrpgirl: really getting it !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl:

dirtyrpgirl: give me all of your lovinnnnnnnnnnnnnn
D r a z: tugs dirty and slides her through my legs again

and tugging her back and pulling
her up right
karate820: wow
D r a z: shaking her right and left as we laugh and shake to each other
D r a z: we really getting it
dirtyrpgirl: giggles as my feet slide under you...makes a motion as if i am snapping my teeth
at nessie.................thenb flies back and landing on my feet as i shake my hiney
D r a z: woo hoo watches the pretty hiney shaking
Gabriela92: "Gimme all of your lovin'.... Gimme all that you got!!!!"
dirtyrpgirl: turning and falling with my back to you.stretching my long legs out...................
D r a z: grasbs dirty and shakes her at the waist tio the beat
dirtyrpgirl: my head pressing to your abs.my legs and skirt going like a rag doll..............
D r a z: shaking her like a rag doll as the beat drives things and back to move in and out
as i lift dirty up and holds her up and shakes her like the rag doll
D r a z: yes we are moving ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. yes we are mv=iovibng .giving it all we got
D r a z: shaking dirty as i hold hercklose into me as the beat drives us into each other
dirtyrpgirl: my body just shakes and moves about as you hold me up and rattle me...............
D r a z: winks at dirty as i slisde her out to arms length and pulls her back in twirling her
under my arm
dirtyrpgirl: my skirt above my hips................my panties showing as i smile down at you
D r a z: woohoo .olooks at the panties as the skirt luifts .........mmm
D r a z: woo hoo grabs dirty and just hugs her as the music stops
dirtyrpgirl: feeling like i am on a carnival ride as i move here and there.............
dirtyrpgirl: falls into your arms....................whew.........................hugsss you sooo
tight.kissing you passionately
D r a z: walks dirty back to the bar
D r a z: kissing dirty hard as we hug and get our breathe back
karate820: bravo
dirtyrpgirl: thank You..................that was soo fun !!!!!!!!!!!.kisses your cheek as i slide up
onto a stool
karate820: wonderfuly done
dirtyrpgirl: smiles....ty karate...............
D r a z: smiles at dirty ........ need a drink now
dirtyrpgirl: scratches nessie over Draz's slacks..................in case there is an "itch"
somewhere.......smiling
D r a z: laffss thanks......definitely had the itch
dirtyrpgirl: yessssssssssssssssssssss pleaseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee.............a mimosa would
work wonderfuly...............smiles
D r a z: Pours orange juice into a collins glass over two ice cubes. Fills with chilled
champagne, stirs very gently, and serves the Mimosa toDirty

Dirty and Robin
jumps up on the stage......................strutts.................around.............standing
with my legs in a wide stance.........and my arms.my body a 'cross".as my hips start to
sway left to right
dirtyrpgirl: youve been THUNDERSTRUCK !!!!!!!!!!!!!
lostdad50: holy shit easy DG
D r a z: watches as dirt strutss and stomps to the beat
dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87:
sexykay39:

laughs watching dirty jump onto the stage

woooohooo sissy

bending at my waist as i roll my head around..letting my hair fly in a
circle........................
dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87: rocks my head back and forth, shoulders
lostdad50: ok b0ys here we go get a good seat lol

shaking

grins watching the girls
my hand on my hips as the back of my little tan leather skirt rides up my
backside
sexykay39: looks from sissy to robin back to sissy back to robin.....................smiles brightly
dirtyrpgirl: the white peasant blouse, loose at my shoulders.my boobs hangin out slightly
dirtyrpgirl: jerks up and swaying my hips as the tune changes.....................
sexykay39: keeps their nights and huggs to the side for later...
dirtyrpgirl: dancing to the edge of the stage.squating and holding my hand out to
robin..............wanna cum up here too !!!!!!!!!!!
D r a z:

dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87: hops up onto the stage,taking dirty's hand
sexykay39: looks up at the girls................smiles
D r a z: winks at the two girls as they get naughty naughty

wooooohooooooooooooooooo...................dances with my hands on your
hips...............looking into your eyes as our bodys start to move..............
dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87:

her leather skirt tight over her bottom as her hip move to the beat

sexykay39: smiles up over at Draz....sexiest girls around in LAB
D r a z: we sure are blessed
RobinBarnes87: smiles into dirty's eyes, jerking her hips as they
sexykay39: woohoo sissy n robin.........
dirtyrpgirl: lifting my hands up your sides...............and

air.....smiling as your belly exposes................
RobinBarnes87:

thats for sure.....

roll

raises your arms high in the

rocks her body close, then back, long blonde hair flying

sexykay39: got a profile oz?
RobinBarnes87: arms raised high,

body moving to the beat

hugs you as the tune changes..............
bumping my hips to yours to the beat...................my hands back on your
hips..............letting our bodies slap together softly.............
dirtyrpgirl:
dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87:
RobinBarnes87:

rocks my hips, hands on dirty's shoulders
lets my hips tell the story as they move to the beat

sexykay39: mmm watching the girls.....gets comfy on my blankie
RobinBarnes87: shoulders shimmy
D r a z: grins watching the girls as they dance into each other

with a good view

shaking my hair as you move.............gazing to your breasts..............then into
your eyes............blowing you a kiss.............then spins and leans back to you.........putting
your hands on my tummy.swaying my hips left to right feeling your body tight to mine
dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87: smiles at dirty with a naughty wink as our hips sway
sexykay39: lovely vision...two beautiful bodies moving as one...
RobinBarnes87: sways with dirty, hands on her hips as we move together

my head on your shoulder now.......turning to kiss your cheek.................rubbing
my buttback to you as i dip at my knees teh snap back up
dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87:

my face in her hair, breathing in the lovely scent

RobinBarnes87: hands holding her hips as she moves
dirtyrpgirl: reaching my hands back behind robin..........rubbing

them up and down that sexy
butt of her's
dirtyrpgirl: teasing the hem of her skirt.letting my long fingernails rake to the back of her
thighs
RobinBarnes87:

contract

hands sliding over her tummy, holding as she moves, feeling her muscles

grns watching dirtyy and robin ........... as they rock out the beats and tease
turns and faces robin now.........pushng her back to the pole as my feet step with
hers...................
D r a z:

dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87:
D r a z:

slides back, steps sure as my back hits the pole

gives bobo the spare oxygen bottle as he enters ..........dance night

dirtyrpgirl: grinding myself to her as her back presses to the pole
RobinBarnes87: grinds my hips to hers as we slide up and down the

pole, together

D r a z: smiles thinking of themboth sliduing up and down ...............the pole
dirtyrpgirl: my long fngers tracing down robins curves........as i shimmie down...squating

in
front of her.watching as her body moves to the tune....................loving how robin slinks
down slow and glides back up...............
RobinBarnes87:
RobinBarnes87:

reaches up to grab the pole, working my body against dirtys
laughs watching dirty and how sexy she looks

my hands pressed to both of her thighs as i look up at her.................god you are
so beautiful..............i whisper as i slide my fingers higher up her skirt............seeing he
holding the pole
dirtyrpgirl: teasing as my hands start to lift the bottom of her skirt...........
sexykay39: wb oz and thanks for making a profile.....
dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87: arches her body as dirty's fingers slide
sexykay39: whew kind of getting hot in here.....
dirtyrpgirl: then.................i lick at her thigh as i shake

upwards

my hiney
watches as dirty and robin ...take a walk on the wild side
Gabriela92: enjoys seeing Robin and Dirty making contact
D r a z:

RobinBarnes87:

dirty's warm licks against her thigh, her body undulates against the pole

Gabriela92: that's the question
sexykay39: smiles at Draz.....
oz60nine: have mercy lol

of the night, apparently.

slowly rolling my knees left to right as i stand back up...pushing my body to
robin's...............and kisses her passionately.............then..........tugging at her bottom lip
with my teeth
sexykay39: mmmm sissy n robin....
sexykay39: smh at oz.....maybe just sit down and be quiet? just sayin...might make your
stay more enjoyable....
dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87: body moves against dirty's,
sexykay39: enjoy the girls dancing....
RobinBarnes87:
oz60nine: ok
RobinBarnes87:

feeling her teeth tugging at my lip

sweet

laughs and takes dirty's hand sliding off the bar

RobinBarnes87: I need a drink
D r a z: winks at dirty and robin,.,,,,,,applauding
RobinBarnes87: blows Draz a kiss

loudly ..............

D r a z: one of my specials robin?
dirtyrpgirl: giggles.and walks off stage

with your hand in
mine.................whew..................kisses you................
sexykay39: claps and whistles................Draz put their drinks on my tab please
dirtyrpgirl: thank Ya Draz..................smiles
D r a z: your usual dirty?
dirtyrpgirl: thankies sissy..................
RobinBarnes87: yes Draz, sounds
sexykay39: yw's sissy.....

good

dirtyrpgirl: yessssss sure Draz..............
D r a z: n a mixing glass, muddles a slice

of serrano pepper with 1/2 oz agave
nectar....Adds one blood orange slice and muddles again... Strains into an ice-filled oldfashioned glass....adds 1 3/4 ounces Cazadores Tequila, 1 ounce Yellow Chartreuse, 1/2
ounce lemon juice and 2 dashes orange bitters.....Garnishes with a blood orange
wheel....serves the Sexalicious Cocktail ...on a LAB coaster to robin *winks
dirtyrpgirl: walks with robin to the bar...............whispers.i am glad you stopped
me...........whew what i was fixin to do .i was about to hit enter................giggles..but
backspaced instead,laughs
sexykay39: lol
dirtyrpgirl: dances at the bar............watches Draz mix the drinks
RobinBarnes87:

laughs and wraps my arm around dirty's waist

adds 2 ice cubes to a glass and reaches up for the bottle of Jack Daniels ..pouring
in a generous measure . opening a bottle of coke and adding an equal amount .. adding
a twist of lemon ... passing the ..... Jerk'n' Cock ...... to dirty on a LAB coaster *winks
dirtyrpgirl: and thank You for the drinks sissy...............smiles
sexykay39: thanks for the lovely dance you two.....smiles....
sexykay39: you are always welcome sissy....smiles back
D r a z:

RobinBarnes87: leaves Draz
D r a z: woo hoo you two

a 50 and takes the drink, bringing it to my lips for a deep sip

Dirty and Violet
woooooohoooooooooooooo grabs vi.and dances with her !!!!!!!!!!!!1
giggles.he sits there till sumone says hi to him.....what a douche.....lol
greeneyedviolet: jumps up giggles an moves with dirty letting her lead
D r a z: watches as vi and dirty as they
dance to bob ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.both got fire down below
greeneyedviolet: shhhhhhhhh Draz
dirtyrpgirl: my hand in hers as swing it up.then down as we shake our booty's
D r a z: woo hoo
greeneyedviolet: winks its getting hot down below
D r a z: getting hot uptop too
dirtyrpgirl: pulling her to me and grinds my hips to hers..............
dirtyrpgirl: slapping back and forth ...........spinning her and slapping that hot ass
greeneyedviolet: winks and moves with dirty rolling my hips as our hands pulls us closer
dirtyrpgirl: hiya stag..........hugssssssssssssss as vi and i dance
dirtyrpgirl: shimmie down in front of vi.......looking up at her in that sexy mans shirt
greeneyedviolet: smiles as dirty moves me around tghe dance floor letting my shirt fall open
as my hips sway with the music and looks down
D r a z: watches the fire in the girls as they dance
dirtyrpgirl: my hands on her thighs..................as i sway and roll my hiney
karate820: my my these two are unstoppable
stagforyou_1: ..sits down with my mug of coffee & watch`es dirty & vi
dirtyrpgirl: my hands rubbing up her thighs..lifting the mans dress shirt to reveal her
panties , as i stand back up and dance with her
greeneyedviolet: mmmmm dirty wiggles my hips as my hair hangs loose down my back
winks down at her as my shoulders shimmy with the song
D r a z: we love to watch them strut
dirtyrpgirl: my hips turning my chest left to right as i rub boobs with vi to the beat
greeneyedviolet: prrs and wiggles my black boy shorts at the room while my breasts shine
from the sweat forming on my skin
dirtyrpgirl: my hands reachiing back behind......letting my hands respect her butt !!!!!!!!!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl: singing to vi.as we dance so close
greeneyedviolet: wiggles between her hands letting my hair flow down my back to my ass
winks at dirty and lets my fingertips slide on her hips and moves side to side with her
karate820: shivers as he watches the girls dance
dirtyrpgirl: feeling the music in us....our bodies moving in unison
D r a z: grins watching the two girls strutt
stagforyou_1: my coffee is boiling all on its own
dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i look into her face
greeneyedviolet: brushs my chest to hers letting my hips and hair swing side to side smiles
and kisses her to tease the men
D r a z: smiles as the both look good on each other
dirtyrpgirl: holding my tounge out to your tounge....rubbing it all over them ,,,,my hands
rubbing up and down her side
dirtyrpgirl: is YOU !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl:
dirtyrpgirl:

greeneyedviolet:

me

smiles flicks my tongue to yours rolls my hips and sings you look good on

woo hoo ...can ony be yoou .!!
stick like glue
dirtyrpgirl: smiling at vi.as i drop my right hand....slipping it under her mans shirt......and
does a wet panty check...............smiling ...my....my.......moves it back and spins around
shaking my hiney to you
dirtyrpgirl: arching foward as i grind my butt back to her crotch.............
karate820: wohoo
greeneyedviolet: lets my shirt slip off each shoulder as we dance around the floor rockin my
hips in dirtys hands as my breasts shine even more
dirtyrpgirl: slapping my cheeks back and forth to her
dirtyrpgirl: some of rache tunessssssssssssss!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl: get out here rache !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11
stagforyou_1: karate in the gutter yet?...lol
greeneyedviolet: mmmmmmmmmmm wiggles and lets my ass sway more to one side than
the other
greeneyedviolet: pulls rachel with us
greeneyedviolet: winks and dances around rachel as my hands grip her hips u can still dance
dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhhhhhh.dance over to rache as she tries to pay attention to her
phone
greeneyedviolet: winks sways behind her rubbing my breasts against her back and winks at
dirty
dirtyrpgirl: shimmies down behind her....and plays drums on her behind.......................
D r a z: watches as the girls circle rachel to the beat
greeneyedviolet: mmmmmmmmm i hear her yelling hury up into the phone
D r a z: laffsssssss
dirtyrpgirl: leans in and kisses her hiney over her jeans
dirtyrpgirl: stands back up ........my hands on her hips as i feel the music overcum
her..................
greeneyedviolet: prrssssssssss in her ear as my fingertips tease her hips and tummy tring to
be good till she hangs up
dirtyrpgirl: biting her earlobe that isnt in the phone................
D r a z: hahaha
greeneyedviolet: winks at dirty as my tummy grinds against rachels and rolls my hips with
the music
karate820: i think i need a cold drink
dirtyrpgirl: mmmm a rache samich !!!!!!!!!!!!!
stagforyou_1: get me one as well karate please
D r a z: puts out cold water bottles on the bar
greeneyedviolet: mmmmmmmm rachelllllll wiggles and kisses down her chest as my hands
squeeze each knee an rocks my hips
dirtyrpgirl: turns and kicks my legs out as i duck walk...............hard as a rock !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
greeneyedviolet: winks up at the two of you nips her belly button and smiles at dirty
mmmmmm shes havign trouble talking
dirtyrpgirl: poor thing.......had to take that call un bothered.......smiles
stagforyou_1: ohhh we lost rachel
greeneyedviolet: winks guess we where too much for her
karate820: the two of you are about too much for anyone
D r a z: not rachel .she must have soem bother or shed be there
dirtyrpgirl: my hands on the front of her shirt as i shake my body to hers
greeneyedviolet: spins around with dirty we keep this up and the guys wont beable to walk
D r a z: hi dee]
karate820: lol vi
dirtyrpgirl: then maybe they will lay downn !!!!!!!!!.laughs as i pull you to me by your shirt
and kisses you.muuuuuuaaahhhhhhhhhhhh
karate820: oh we'd be able to walk...just won't be able to hide anything
D r a z:
D r a z:

karate820: wohooo
D r a z: winks as we

watch the girls rock it out today
to hide ...lol
eyes as my hips and shoulders move to this letting my
open shirt show off more of my wet skin
dirtyrpgirl: leans down............and licks me some sexy sweat from your
clevage......yummyyyyyyy
karate820: shivers....takes another drink
D r a z:
woo hoo ............ passes up some ice to dirty
greeneyedviolet: mmmmmmmmmmm bites my bottom lip squirms between your hands
dirtyrpgirl: does another wet panty check..................grins...............giving you a soft slap to
the wet spot before moving my hand
dirtyrpgirl: taking the ice from Draz...letting it drip to vi's open cleavge
greeneyedviolet: slips my hands to the small of dirtys back tugs her closer and archs to bend
my back letting my hair swing free
dirtyrpgirl: the front of my robe showing my rock hard nipples through the satin
greeneyedviolet: archs more as my leg slides up hers hooks my foot behind dirtys right knee
winks and rocks into her more
D r a z: grins at dirty as her robe points out
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my shoulder.making my lil boobs shakes in the robe
karate820: watches dirty's body move and wiggle
greeneyedviolet: mmmm dirty winks up at you as my hips and shoulders roll with the tuneee
dirtyrpgirl: my hand drops to hold that bare thigh skin.......grinding it to the side of my thigh
D r a z: woo hoo watching dirty and vi pouring sugar on each other
dirtyrpgirl: lifting your leg.smiling.knowing your wet panties have to be showiing
greeneyedviolet: bites my lips as my leg slides up the outside of hers smiles and brushs the
floor with my hair
dirtyrpgirl: whispering.......black dont hide that sweetie.............giggling as i lift your leg
even higher
dirtyrpgirl: bends down and kisses the front of your panty
greeneyedviolet: mmmmmmmmmmmm yessssss wiggles against you as youe hand pulls my
leg up your thigh more
dirtyrpgirl: sweeping your hair to the floor as i do
dirtyrpgirl: damn if i only had some honey !!!!!!!!!!!1
karate820: wooohooo
karate820: lol
dirtyrpgirl: i know right where i would pour it !!!!!!!!!
D r a z: laffsss
greeneyedviolet: moanssss and shakes my head making my hips sway more from the heat
comming from you
karate820: shivers and adjusts
greeneyedviolet: mmmmmmmmmmm sugarrrrrrrrrrrr
greeneyedviolet: winks poor draz he will never know where the sugar goes
dirtyrpgirl: giggles...i bet he knows............winks
greeneyedviolet: winks up at dirty archs more and grinds my wet panties against your thigh
karate820: thinks both girls are going to be quite flustered soon
dirtyrpgirl: looks down at them wet black panties............damn....what a view !!!!!
greeneyedviolet: ohhhhhhhhhhhh i am winks and shakes my hair as my breasts drip in sweat
dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i put my hands and fingers into the waistband of vi's panties..giving
them a quick tug...........seeing the cameltoe form........mmmmm now THATS even better
greeneyedviolet: pprsssssssssss and sways more as my right foot hooks behind your ass to
keep me from falling onto the floor
D r a z: back ........winks at the girls
dirtyrpgirl: stands vi up..............hugs her looking into her eyes.ok...........i cant stand this
anymore.lets go upstairs sweetie...........
greeneyedviolet: mm winks ok
D r a z: throws dirty her key
stagforyou_1: if we got anything
greeneyedviolet: smiles into your

dirtyrpgirl: reaching
slimdugg: smiles

back to your ass tugging the back of your panties into your buttcheeks

greeneyedviolet: giggles
D r a z: (psst she likes

i wont fight much
it if yo do)
dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz..see ya fellas !!!!!!!!!!!!....takes vi's hand and stops by my toy box
in the cubby hole.and grabs my lil black bag to take with us
karate820: have fun girls
greeneyedviolet: squeezes her hips skips up the stairs with her bye bye guys
dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhh Draz.............

Dirty Solo
dirtyrpgirl:

turns and flashes my panties to saph, where i know it will be appreciated !!!!!

D r a z: laffsssssss
saphire_a_blaze: smilesssssssssssssss

ohhh i will
flash it arond we all appreciate
dirtyrpgirl: okies Draz....turns and gets up on the bar.................lifting the front of the tiny
skirt.................way above my waist............showing of the satin fabric.......giving a little
wiggle too....then spins around slowly
tjaburwalkie: starts chanting pole dance pole dance pole dance and sees if anyone else joins
the chant
D r a z: pole pole pole
tjaburwalkie: ty draz
dirtyrpgirl: smiles.and runs to the end of the bar..........leaping onto the stage
tjaburwalkie: come on dg do it do it
D r a z: stomps my foot
........... we love to watch her strut
tjaburwalkie: pulls out singles and heads for the front row
dirtyrpgirl: standing facing the curatain......i shake my hiney vigourishly..............swaying
the skirt with both my hands as i spread my stance.............and just let my hiney wiggle
D r a z: woo hoo ...thats a butt shake right there
tjaburwalkie: throws a few motivators on the stage
dirtyrpgirl: skips to the pole..and looks at tj................my right hand on it.............as my left
hand rubs up and down the tight white tube top
tjaburwalkie: strut strut strut oh yeah dg
dirtyrpgirl: locking my right leg to the pole..i arch way back and play airguitar
D r a z: ohhhhhhh we love her strut ............smacks my hand to the bar as dirty dances
D r a z: hi wb karate
dirtyrpgirl: bending back further and further as my leg clamps to the pole
karate820: slips back into his spot at the bar
dirtyrpgirl: lifting the top of the tubetop..flashing y'all with my boobs.then covers it quickly
D r a z: smiles watching the flash of tits
tjaburwalkie: nice job keep it up
saphire_a_blaze: teaseeeeee
Maxillary_Nerve: *whispers to trisha and points to the dancer grinning*
karate820: puts down the bils
dirtyrpgirl: then falling back to the pole..............i grab it with both hands...and scoot my
legs back.......................sliding down slowly with my hands as the back of the skirt rides
up and exposes my panties................dropping down untill my hair touches the floor
karate820: watches dirty
dirtyrpgirl: winking at karate from in between my open long legs
D r a z:

wiggles around in max's lap...leaning back against his chest...mhmmm i see that
sexy babygirl of mine...grins
trisha_29:

karate820:

smiles at dirty...and winks back

tjaburwalkie: rock it dg
goldheart_3: hello every

body

slowly i stand, after moving my hands to my silky legs.................rubbing them
up untill my hands are under my crotch and on my panty clad behind
tjaburwalkie: hello gold
D r a z: smiles watching dirty dance
Maxillary_Nerve: moves under her... watching , gently teasing her bare skin of her legs, our
eyes loving the sight
dirtyrpgirl: slapping my butt........................then stands and faces everybody, as i reach
behind me and unzips and unbuttons the skirt..........................
karate820: eyes dirty intently
D r a z: stands and wolf whistles
tjaburwalkie: very nice dg very nice indeed
dirtyrpgirl: opening it to cover myself as the material is stretched in my hands................and
i rub it left to right.............giving a peek of my undies.................
karate820: woohooo dirty
dirtyrpgirl: tosses.my skirt , blindly out to the crowd..............watching it float to saph's
face..................
tjaburwalkie: stacks some more motivators on the stage
dirtyrpgirl: then turns and skip around on the stage...........shuffeling my feet to the
beat................
saphire_a_blaze: smiles grabs it before someone else does
karate820: grins over at saph
saphire_a_blaze: winks at dirty and bites my lip
karate820: lucky girl
dirtyrpgirl: smiles at tj.and skips to the edge of the stage..............shimmies down with my
knee's swaying left to right......giving him a good panty crotch shot as i reach down and
take the offerings......................slipping them into the top of the tubetop
tjaburwalkie: smiles and encourages the show
dirtyrpgirl: then.............jumps up and runs to the pole..............leaping across the stage
floor and grabing it with both hands................swirling around and around
D r a z: wow what a great move .....winks at dirty
Maxillary_Nerve: teases up her thigh... then back down...grinning... noticing her breath
quicken at her focus
karate820: nice move dirty
karate820: wohooo
dirtyrpgirl: spinning down the pole untill my legs plop flat and wide open with my crotch at
the pole..............laying onto my back.................i lift and lower my butt to the floor as my
crotch grinds up and down the pole
D r a z: watches as dirty rocks the house
tjaburwalkie: very well done very well done
karate820: goes over and waves some bills for her
Maxillary_Nerve: points to the dancer... whispering.... wow....what a baby girl of yours....
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29:

grins...uh huh....she is sooooo sexy when she dances

as my crotch rubs up and down....some of the panty fabric slips in and forms a
cameltoe...........my hands rub all pver my breasts over the tubetop as i make simulated
love to the pole.lost in my own fantasy
karate820: nice...woohooo
tjaburwalkie: now thats the look, mmmmmm
karate820: puts the bills on the stage
Maxillary_Nerve: shifts his weight below trish rhythmically at dirtys movements
D r a z: whistles and stomnps to the beat ...............thunderstruck ....
saphire_a_blaze: lol tim phone my ass
tjaburwalkie: lol saph
dirtyrpgirl: kicking my right leg back to my shoulder as i roll to my right..the back of the
panties tucking into my buttcrack and shows so much of my cheeks...................i crawl to
the edge of the stage...feeling my panties rolling down some as i get to the bill's karate
left.......smiling and rolling onto my back my head hanging off of the stage...............i kick
my legs up and scissor then as i tuck the bills back into my tubetop
dirtyrpgirl:

dirtyrpgirl:

tummy

waves to rache !!!!!!!!!! flashing her some boobage quickly as i roll back onto my

karate820: smiles at marta
D r a z: woo hoo dirty .........watches
trisha_29:

her snake her way on the stage

squirms in max's lap watching every move my babygirl makes

Maxillary_Nerve: mmmm digs his fingers into her thigh as she squirms....
dirtyrpgirl: standing back up........my panties rolled about 2 or 3 times....showing

my skin
and hips.............as i start to dance again...............
tjaburwalkie: applauds and smiles
D r a z: woo hoo dirty ........... watches them thunder hips
karate820: such lovely skin dirty
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hair as i bend down and just wiggle my hips.......touching my
ankles..................................slows to the tune..............then ........falls to the floor on my
butt with my right leg crossed and knee to my chin...............
dirtyrpgirl: stands up and takes a curtsie.................blows everyone a
kiss.....mmmuuuuuuahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.and skips back to the curtains..............
karate820: lol
karate820: woohooo
karate820: stands and applauds
D r a z: smiles at dirt .................wonderfullllllllll
tjaburwalkie: very nice show
karate820: aww...thanks marta
D r a z: stands an applauds
Maxillary_Nerve: *claps for dirty* awesome! way to go!!!!
Marta Molenda: dirty you are the best ;p
trisha_29:

woohooooooooooooo babygirl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

saphire_a_blaze: giggles at the men stand and show off there hardons
dirtyrpgirl: walks back down the steps.........stage right........in just the

tubetop and
panties..rolled up , of course..............smiles.........but doesnt dig the panty material from
my orafices.......smiling
karate820: lol saph
D r a z: passes ouit 10 gallon hats
dirtyrpgirl: thank You ALL !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
saphire_a_blaze: smiles at dirty i am keeping them
dirtyrpgirl: bow's again as i stand by the bar.and hugsssssssssssssss Draz.............such good
tunesssssssssssss.kisses your cheeks
D r a z: kisses dirty ..just folllowed you ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.such a good dancer
dirtyrpgirl: now.............who's a girl gotta fuck to get a drink around here
!!!!....lmaoooooooooooooo
D r a z: laffsssss one of your specials ?

Gabriela Solo
Gabriela92: slips down off the bar and saunters over
xx-bobo-xx: gd wiggle over here lol
Gabriela92: scoot that chair back just a bit, baby...

to Bobo's table....

xx-bobo-xx: just the thought of that is better than any
Gabriela92: stands just in front of Bobo's knees.....
Gabriela92: swivels my hips to the music...
Gabriela92:

little blue pill lol

turning slolwly...

xx-bobo-xx: think u better pour me a large glass of water draz lol
D r a z: pours a laarge glassofwater of ice cubes and slides it accrooss
Gabriela92:

to bobo
places my palms flat on my tushy over my little red Tartan plaid miniskirt...

Gabriela92: gyrating my hips slowly in a circle...
D r a z: smiles watchig the hands on the firmbutt
xx-bobo-xx: god i think all me bdays just came at once lol
Gabriela92: then tossing my hips left and right to the beat....

turning back to face Bobo....
raising my hands up to my face...
sliding them up my cheeking and running my fingers into my tousled hair....
swaying my head to and fro....
xx-bobo-xx: think i just wet meself lol
Gabriela92: dragging my fingertips slowly down my neck....
tosh_3700: watching Gabriela92
xx-bobo-xx: this is a private show tosh lol
tosh_3700: lol
Gabriela92: following the curves of my breasts and down my blouse.....
D r a z: smiles as eyes follow the finger tips
Gabriela92: untucking it from the waist of my miniskirt....
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

blonde_genius:

time for me to go take a fresh look at that research paper

lifting the shirttails in the front to give a little glimpse of my bare tummy and
the little sapphire jewel hanging from my belly button.....
Gabriela92: unbuttoning the blouse from the bottom up...
xx-bobo-xx: u show anymore flesh u might make something pop up gabie lol
Gabriela92: would that be so bad, Bobo? <grins wickedly>
xx-bobo-xx: u bad girl lol
Gabriela92: knots the shirttails of the plain white cotton blouse together just below my bra,
which is a red plaid that matches the miniskirt.....
Gabriela92:

ghost_rider_1976:

smiles Gabi you look gorgeous

D r a z: smiles watching gabri
Gabriela92: runs my hands up and

down on my bare tummy several times, occasionally
fondling the belly button jewelry....
xx-bobo-xx: i been tongue tied since she wiggled her tush lol
ghost_rider_1976: bites lower lip.............grabs the bungee chord
Gabriela92: dances closer to Bobo.... leans forward until the fabric

nose...

ghost_rider_1976: oh my
Gabriela92: sits down, straddling Bobo's leg just above
Gabriela92: grinds my bottom around on his leg....
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

of the blouse brushes his

the knee....

oh, dear, well... I guess I'll have to stop, then...
slowly stands and turns away from Bobo... bending over....
lifts the back of my skirt and wiggles my tushy just a few inches from his nose...

ghost_rider_1976: watching
xx-bobo-xx: mmmmmmmmmm gabie did u get yer ass in mcdonnals cos
D r a z: smiles watchin gabri expos her pert butt under the plaid skirt
ghost_rider_1976: jaw drops
Gabriela92: runs my fingers

thong.....

im lovin it

a bit

over the smooth buns, very close to the edge of the red satin

xx-bobo-xx: she that close im scared to exhale in case i get a smack lol
Gabriela92: stands and slowly dances away, looking back over my shoulder

at Bobo,

blowing him a kiss he can take to work with him today...
D r a z: smileswatching the bunsand cutesweeling between
Gabriela92: dances up to Ghost's chair....
ghost_rider_1976: smiles watching Gabi
Gabriela92: places both hands on top of

motion....

ghost_rider_1976:

mmmmmm yum

my head and swivels my tummy in a slow hula

drags my hands down my face and neck....
Gabriela92: lifts my breasts with both hands....
Gabriela92:

ghost_rider_1976:

bites lower lip

Gabriela92: presses them together, exaggerating the cleavage....
D r a z: smileswastching theslim lithebody writhe under herhands
ghost_rider_1976: she is
D r a z: perfect view of

so beautiful

her rocking hip s and butt from behind
Gabriela92: unbuttons the back of my skirt.....
ghost_rider_1976: watches as her beautiful
D r a z: smiles as the slim hips enchant as
ghost_rider_1976: oh god............

skin appears

Gabriela92: slips the zipper down between
ghost_rider_1976: whewwwwwwww

my buns....

they shake and rock as i see thezip slidedown

D r a z: grinsto seethebunsand tesatin thong frombehind
Gabriela92: takes Ghost's hands....
xx-bobo-xx: its hard resist lettin yer tongue slide up her buns
ghost_rider_1976: i aint like that bobo
Gabriela92: makes him grasp the bottom

forefingers....

ghost_rider_1976:

hem of the miniskirt between his thumbs and

does so willingly

Gabriela92: pushes his forearms down, making
ghost_rider_1976: watches her skirt come off
Gabriela92: swivels in the
D r a z: watchesas gabri

shaking allurngly
D r a z: sweet tush

ghost im tellin ya lol

him pull my skirt off....

red thong...
wriggles out of the plaid skirt .............. her buns firm and

ghost_rider_1976: loves red
Gabriela92: pushes Ghost's
D r a z:

knees apart and dances closer to his chair...
wefoundourr tush guys

ghost_rider_1976: dayummmm
xx-bobo-xx: i got a wet patch u

got a news paper i can use to hide my embaressment on the

way out draz? lol
ghost_rider_1976:

omg

D r a z: passes bob a 10 gallon hat .bring it back next time ok ?
xx-bobo-xx: will do yer a gentleman draz
Gabriela92: puts the toe of one shoe up on the chair, right between
ghost_rider_1976: blushes
Gabriela92: pivots my foot in, real
ghost_rider_1976: bites lower lip

Ghost's legs....

close...

D r a z: my eyesdrwan to themound in gabris thong as she shakes her foot
Gabriela92: my painted toenails disappearing under the fabric of Ghost's trousers.....
ghost_rider_1976: ohhhh
Gabriela92: wiggling my toes....
Gabriela92: working my toes in until I meet
ghost_rider_1976: blushing red big time
Gabriela92: lifts my foot and drags
ghost_rider_1976: moans a bit
Gabriela92: puts both feet back on

a little resistance...

it up the front of the pants...

the floor....
hips left and right in front of Ghost's chair....
naughty thing
Gabriela92: takes Ghost's wrists....
Gabriela92: thrust my
D r a z: smiles at the
ghost_rider_1976:
ghost_rider_1976:

mmmmmmmm
gives in

D r a z: wtchesas gabri rotatesthat pert butt in front
Gabriela92: holds the backs of his hands....
Gabriela92: places his palms right on my buns....
ghost_rider_1976:
Gabriela92:

wiggles and swivels with his hands and fingers on my smooth tushy....

ghost_rider_1976:
Gabriela92:

mmmmmmm

of rider

smiles

reaches up above my waist...

tugs loose the knot in my blouse...
throws open the front of it.....
smilesas i watch gabris hands as she frees her blouse

Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

D r a z:
ghost_rider_1976:

mmmmmmmmmmmmm

slackens my shoulders and lets it fall slowly down my arms and off my hands,
onto the floor in a heap....
D r a z: seeing the firm tits jiggle asthey come free and theshouldersshake
Gabriela92:

ghost_rider_1976:

oh man

ghost_rider_1976: bites lower lip
Gabriela92: leans forward until the

red Tartan plaid bra is just inches from Ghost's face...

ghost_rider_1976: licks his lips
Gabriela92: places my hands on Ghost's shoulders....
ghost_rider_1976: smiles feeling Gabis hands on my shoulders
D r a z: grinsatgabri ..... rocking onmuy feet
Gabriela92: swings one leg over Ghost's.....
ghost_rider_1976: mmmmmm
Gabriela92:

plops my backside down on the thigh of his pants....

ghost_rider_1976: moans
Gabriela92: rocks my hips

to the left and the right, grinding firmly on Ghost's leg....

ghost_rider_1976: mmmmmmm
Gabriela92: rocks my hips a little forward
Gabriela92: scooting up his leg....
ghost_rider_1976: bites his lower lip
Gabriela92: enjoying the firmness of
ghost_rider_1976: bites lower lip
Gabriela92:

to the beat asI see hr work her sensual body

and back....

his leg muscles rubbing between my thighs....

puts one hand behind Ghost's head....

ghost_rider_1976: looks up at Gabi
Gabriela92: pushes his face down until

I can feel his warm breath on the bare skin of the

top half of my breasts.....
ghost_rider_1976:
Gabriela92:

nose...

ohhhh so tempting

leans forward until the goosebumps of my breasts graze the top of Ghost's

ghost_rider_1976:

mmmmmmmmmm

Gabriela92: pushes the bra straps off of each shoulder, until the hang at my elbows...
ghost_rider_1976: ohhh man
D r a z: watches as gabri humpsalong ridersthigh . andthetiny redsatin thong clingsto

her..as she slipsthebraoff hersholders
Gabriela92: the top edges of the bra cups just barely hanging on the firm tips of my
nipples....
ghost_rider_1976: mmmmmmmmmm
Gabriela92: stands and swivels between Ghost's
ghost_rider_1976: keeps hands to himself
Gabriela92: takes one of Ghost's hands....
ghost_rider_1976: watches
Gabriela92: places Ghost's hand over one bra
ghost_rider_1976: ohhhhh
Gabriela92: takes the other

legs, turning in a slow circle...

cup....

hand and does the same....

alchemicsoul-DJ: *whistles*
Gabriela92: dances slowly with
ghost_rider_1976: mmmmmm
Gabriela92: reaches up behind
ghost_rider_1976: gasps a bit

Ghosts hands pressed firmly on my breasts....

me, between my shoulder blades...

unclasps the bra...
you're going to keep your hands right there, right, Ghost, so we don't break any
room rules?
D r a z: passes rider the key to room 8
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

ghost_rider_1976:

nods

johnp64: on no, looks like i walked in
ghost_rider_1976: takes room 8 keys
ghost_rider_1976:
johnp64: hey all,
Gabriela92:

at the wrong time, lol

thank You Draz

how is everyone
lays my forearm across my chest....

ghost_rider_1976: doesnt move
Gabriela92: yanks the unclasped

my modesty....

ghost_rider_1976: smiles
Gabriela92: leans forward

bra straight down, thankful for Ghost's hands protecting

into Ghost's hands and whispers....

ghost_rider_1976: listens
ghost_rider_1976: smiles
Gabriela92: lays my forearm

back across my chest, bends down to pick up my blouse, bra,
and skirt, and kisses Ghost on the cheek....
ghost_rider_1976: kissin Gabi
Gabriela92: gn, everyone!!!!
ghost_rider_1976:
Gabriela92:

back

on the cheek

gn, Draz... thanks for the tunes and the support!!

Gabriela Solo2
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

marches up the stage stairs to the beat....
struts from the back of the stage its entire length, all the way to the front

end....
D r a z: loks up at gabri as she gets on th stage ....... stomping my feet to the beat
kelli-: sits down on a stool to watch Gab
Gabriela92: alternates punching the air overhead with my left and right hands....
D r a z: winksat diryy has to be tasty wehn its called a pink pussy
Gabriela92: joins hands overhead, interlocking my fingers....
dirtyrpgirl: grabs kelli by her shoulders and pulls her to me just as she sits
down.................huggin her from behind...............sooooooooo i seen that you are a very
hot dancer..........
D r a z: whistles .....
Gabriela92: swiveling my arms over my head...
karate820: Good night all. Looks forward to the umm replay
kelli-: why.. thank you.. looking back over my should at dg
Gabriela92: lays my forearms on the top of my head and swivels my hips....
kelli-: I'll watch the sun cum up for you
Gabriela92: slithers my arms down the sides of my head...
kelli-: mmmaaayyybbbeee smiles and winks at Draz
trisha_29:
kelli-: sits
dirtyrpgirl:

smirks at this song

up and faces dg
i was told we are all exceptional , kelli............with our own styles and
knacks.and from what i saw..................you are very good sweetie !!!!!!!!
D r a z: watches gabri
Gabriela92: hugs my shoulders as my hips and tummy swivel....
dirtyrpgirl: smiles............putting my hand to your knee..........looking at
you.................sooooooooooooo nice to finally be able to spend a little time with ya
kelli-: I had to work off some... energy.. glancing at Draz.. he can explain if you are
curious.. I don't want to get into it
Gabriela92: lets my hands slide down the front of the white silk blouse, tracing over the
curves of my boobs...
D r a z: loks over at gabri on the stage as she caresses herself
Gabriela92: gliding down my stomach....
D r a z: god almighty look at these bodies
kelli-: she's increadible

slipping to the sides and roaming over the sides of my hips, then to the back
and following my buns....
AlderaanYavin: you and I have the best view on pal, draz
Gabriela92: down the back of my bare thighs...
D r a z: we sure do ...........feel sorry for anyone missing this
dirtyrpgirl: yes she is................she has got some great moves...so would you like a sip of my
drink.......not a bad pink pussy !!!..grins
Gabriela92: up the legs again, lifting the back of my skirt hem.....
Gabriela92: rubbing my fingertips around in a circle on my buns...
D r a z: watchs as those buns go round in circles
dirtyrpgirl: wooooho gabi !!!!!!!!!!
Gabriela92: places my palms on the outside of my tushy, and pushes the cheeks firmly
together as I shake my hips....
kelli-: unbottons two top buttons as I am mezmerized watching Gab
Gabriela92: fingers pointing down, I dig my fingers deep into the caramel leather....
Gabriela92: squeezing through the skirt....
kelli-: unconscious moaaannn
D r a z: grins watching kelli .,,,,,,,,,,then those fingers ,,,,,woohoo
kelli-: licks my lips
Gabriela92: fingertips trace the bottom edge of the skirt from the back to the front....
dirtyrpgirl: peeking at my side to the perky nipples showing from behind the
buttons....squirmming a little on my stool
Gabriela92: grasping the hem at the front of the thights....
AlderaanYavin: looks for a bib for the drool
dirtyrpgirl: yeah baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...........wooooohoooooooooooooo
Gabriela92:

trisha_29:

lmaoooooo

Gabriela92: slides the hem
dirtyrpgirl: lmaoooooo

sideways across my thighs....

left and right and left and right...
lifting it about 1/4 inch on each slide....
dirtyrpgirl: well slap me and call me charlotte !!!!!!!!!! how cool
D r a z: grins looking at gabri teasing the bejusus
Gabriela92: just a hint of black lace panties appears at the hemline....
dirtyrpgirl: i been screaming at the tv for about an hour........all upset n
shit........lmaooooooooooooo
D r a z: eyesfocusing at the top ofgabristhighs
kelli-: my hand moving to my leg
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

trisha_29: hehe...im so excited
dirtyrpgirl: perks as i see black lace

panties..............woohooooooooooooo gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!
turns my fingers horizontally, pointing inward and rubbing across the inside of
my thighs, just below the panties....
AlderaanYavin: rolls my tongue back up and reinserts it into my mouth...........
Gabriela92: pushes my legs slightly apart, forcing me to move my feet further apart, too.
Gabriela92: turns my back to Alder and bends forward, rolling my backside left and right....
Gabriela92: slides my hands slowly down the front of my legs, bending further and
further....
kelli-: I just did
Gabriela92: flexes my left knee, then the right, raising the opposite butt cheek higher with
each movement...
D r a z: watchs as gabri dances on the stage
Gabriela92:

lets my hands slide down the inside of my knees...
down the inside of my calves...
D r a z: growllllllllls watching gabri
Gabriela92: grabs my ankles, raising the back of my miniskirt until there's a lot of bare buns
and panties showing...
D r a z: woo hoo gabri
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

Gabriela92: shakes the tushy, feeling the cooler air reaching the
AlderaanYavin: takes out my handkerchief and wipes my neck

skin....

suddenly stands upright, half spins, and high steps down the length of the
stage....
kelli-: begins to gyrate to the beat
Gabriela92: one hand on the back of the neck.... one hand flat on my stomach....
D r a z: woo hoo watching gabri dance down the stage
Gabriela92: swivels my tummy in a slow, erotic circle....
D r a z: eyes on the hotgabri tummmy
Gabriela92: pulls the tails of the white silk blouse out of the waist of the skirt....
Gabriela92: while one hand caresses my face and neck, the other slowly unbuttons the
blouse from the bottom up...
D r a z: smilesasweget peak oftheswell of gabrisbreasts
niceguy1112: hi you all
D r a z: hey nice
Gabriela92:

blonde_genius:
Gabriela92:

blouse...

rolls in pink paint and comes up roses....grins

hint of bare skin showing in the unbuttoned gap between the sides of the

blonde_genius:

whistles real loud at Gabri

Gabriela92: shifts my hips exaggeratedly to the left and right to the beat....
blonde_genius: gives dee gee sorority kisses
blonde_genius: Gabriela92: gripping the front edges of the unbuttoned blouse...
D r a z: looks at gabri as those
Gabriela92: pulls open the right
Gabriela92: closes it again....
Gabriela92:

hips switch right and left
half.....

pulls open the left half...

Gabriela92: closes it again....
dirtyrpgirl: woho gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

blonde_genius: sashay's to the stage and offers to drop a gold coin down that top
Gabriela92: gets down on my knees at the edge of the stage in front of Blonde...

of gabri's

blonde_genius: smiles..I love fiery crotches
Gabriela92: leans forward for her coin....
AlderaanYavin: nods to draz

blonde_genius: holds the coin just so
blonde_genius: waits for the top to get pulled open
Gabriela92: thrusts my chest toward blonde and yanks
blonde_genius: drop!!!!!!
Gabriela92: catches it between the boobies....
blonde_genius: fans self and giggles then runs

both sides of the blouse open...

back to the bar

Gabriela92: stands and lets the coin fall into my cupped hand at
kelli-: giggles at Gab...
Gabriela92: pulls the panty waistband away from my tummy....

my navel....

Gabriela92: drops the coin in....
D r a z: smiles watching the sexy gabri as the coin drops down
Gabriela92: lets it sit there, the circular outline clearly showing through
trisha_29: tosses my empty bottle into
dirtyrpgirl: there ya go gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

the trash

the fabric....

D r a z: slides trisha another corona
trisha_29: catches it...ty draz....blows some kisses
Gabriela92: unbuttons the cuffs on the blouse....
Gabriela92: drops back to my knees....
Gabriela92: leans backwards until my hair
D r a z: looks along gabris thighs
blonde_genius:

touches the stage....

that is very grabbable hair ya got there Gabri

upto the coin
Gabriela92: shimmies and shakes my shoulders until the blouse slips off and drops down my
arms to my elbows....
D r a z:

niceguy1112: Sit back and watches
Gabriela92: leans back upright....

intently

lets the blouse fall down my forearms, past my wrists, and off my hands, into a
white heap on the stage floor....
niceguy1112: I like what i see
D r a z: smiles watching gabri shake off her blouse
Gabriela92: stands again, dancing in black strappy heels, caramel leather miniskirt, and my
black lacy bra....
D r a z: listens to the clickof those heels as i watch the bra brely able to hold the jiggling
Gabriela92: turns my back and pushes one bra strap off the shoulder, glancing back over
the bare shoulder with a smoldering look....
Gabriela92: turns my head to the other shoulder, and pushes that bra strap down to my
elbow, too....
D r a z: catches the look and winks back as i wait for the straps to come off
niceguy1112: I smile as I wait for the bra to come off as well
D r a z: sings out loud ......girls , girls , girls
Gabriela92: leaving the straps hanging loosely, I turn back to the front, swaying to the beat
and feeling the bra cups barely hanging on to my boobs....
D r a z: smiles as we get a peak of those gabri breasts
Centuritime: oh, gabbi IS dancin
Gabriela92: slithers down the stage toward where Cent and BG are....
Centuritime: puts a $20 in the g-string
Gabriela92:

blonde_genius: she's going to come between us....darn it....lol
Gabriela92: lifts the side of the miniskirt to show the hip...
Centuritime: oh gawd, gabby! mmm
Gabriela92:

smiles

pulls the panty waistband away from the hip to let Cent slip the bill in....
i gotz me muny in my pocket
watches the bill disappear

Centuritime:
Centuritime:

blonde_genius: you have my money...
Centuritime: puts in another $20 for bg

pats his hand to my bare skin as he puts the bill in place, holding his fingers
there momentarily...
Gabriela92:

blonde_genius:

lol...

Centuritime: a moment in time, never to be forgotten
Centuritime: sacred and tender, precious and fleeting
blonde_genius: this is the most sex Cent has had in weeks...months...lol
Centuritime: i'll never wash my hand
Gabriela92: moves his hand slightly up
Centuritime: oh gawd, ....... nirvana
Centuritime: melts
Gabriela92: smiles and slowly
Centuritime: cries like a baby

wink

and down on the outside of my hip...

shifts my dance away...

Gabriela92: lets the skirt fall back into place....
blonde_genius: we call that a "scholarship"....
Gabriela92: giggles and winks..
Centuritime: the "place" for the skirt is on the floor!
D r a z: smiles as i watch gabri dancaway teasingly
niceguy1112:

stage
niceguy1112:

....breasts jiggling in the bra
puts a 50 in my mouth and gently lays down on my back on the corner of the
waiting for Gab to take it

Gabriela92: dances over toward Nice's corner...
Gabriela92: stands with my feet next to his head....
niceguy1112: as i look up slowly

pulls the panty waistband away from the hip and carefully squats...
aligning my hip with the $50 bill sticking upright from Nice's mouth...
niceguy1112: i gently put my right hand on your thigh
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

sways at the bar with my bag pipes ready .............. pumping the bag as i watch
gabri ...............finngers on the pipe ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.plays along to gabris swinging hips#
D r a z:

blonde_genius: yeah...pump it Draz...pump
Gabriela92: catches the bill in the opening
trisha_29:

glances at draz

it

and lets the elastic snap back against my hip...

Gabriela92: stands again...
D r a z: pumps the bag ...........fingers the pipe
niceguy1112: your thighs are very nice gab
trisha_29: covers my eyes
blonde_genius: smirks...I think....is

as i sway to the beat

that an appropriate use of the smirk?

Gabriela92: stands with one foot next to each of Niceguy's ears...
blonde_genius: whoa...guy...talke about upskirting....lol
niceguy1112: as i look up and say thank you with a smirk on my face
Gabriela92: swaying to the beat, letting him look straight
blonde_genius: rubs my dang shoulder muscle
D r a z: sways playing the bagpipes looking at gbri
Gabriela92:

up the skirt....

gets down on my knees... kneecaps touching Niceguy's shoulders....
his face....

Gabriela92: gyrates my hips just inches above
AlderaanYavin: taps BG on the other shoulder
blonde_genius: gets the defibrillator ready for
niceguy1112: i say you smell very nice Gab
blonde_genius: yes, alder?

niceguy

niceguy1112: no worries there BG
niceguy1112: i keep smiling at GAB
Gabriela92: stands up and dances...
Gabriela92:

winks at Niceguy as I spin away....

D r a z: watches as gab ,......... dances to the bluesy beat
niceguy1112: I slowly get up and walk back to my seat
Gabriela92: thrusts hips out at 45 degree
niceguy1112: keeping an eye on Gab

...sexy sultry dancer

angles to each front side...

two steps at a time to each side...
throws my head around, tossing my hair to the rockin' beat...
stomps one foot....
Gabriela92: swings right arm overhead in a fist...
D r a z: she s upto her neck in sexy moves
niceguy1112: she knows how to rock
niceguy1112: and dance
Gabriela92: plays air guitar and duckwalks down the stage....
Gabriela92: drops onto my stomach and porpoises a few times...
D r a z: grins watching at gabri as i thump out the beat on the bar
Gabriela92: rolls onto my back and scissor kicks my legs up in the air.....
D r a z: watches gabri 's legs
Gabriela92: log rolls down the stage...
niceguy1112: i watch Gab dance nicely with all her moves
D r a z: slaps my hand on the bar to the beat
Gabriela92: scissors sideways, spinning my hips and pivoting on one butt cheek to my
feet...
D r a z: grining as we look to the black lace panties
Gabriela92: takes a bow, pushes the bra straps back up.... grabs my blouse....
Gabriela92: wipes the sweat off my face....
Gabriela92: slips back to my barstool...
niceguy1112: as i clap softly to the appreciation
Gabriela92: whew... another ginger ale, please, Draz!
D r a z: stands and appplauds gabri .............hot sexy dance girl ..............woo hoo
Gabriela92: ty, Alder.
Gabriela92: ty, Draz, and ty, Niceguy.
AlderaanYavin: yqw....winks
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

niceguy1112: yw Gab
Gabriela92: grins and

winks back at AY.
reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out 2 ginger ales and pours into a tall
glass over a twist of lemon and lots of ice ...slides it over to gabri *winks and adds a
bendy straw
AlderaanYavin: after that dance, bet that straw straightens..................
Gabriela92: ty, Draz... takes a long sip through the straw, then carries my drink over to AY's
table. May I join you?
niceguy1112: Its hot in here
D r a z:

Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

slips my right arm into the sleeve of my blouse...
then the left arm....
makes no effort to button it up

Gabriela and Robin
hope everyone likes ZZ Top... got about four or five appropriate ones for our
dancing coming up....
Gabriela92:

RobinBarnes87: breathes in deeply,
trisha_29: hi draz hugsssss

the fragrance of Gabi filling me as we dance together

Gabriela92: turns around to face Robin and puts my hands on her hips....
Gabriela92: swaying left and right to the beat....
RobinBarnes87: smiles at Gabi as she turns, moving my hips in sync with hers
Gabriela92:

pulls her forward until I can hook my own belt loops with my thumbs......

D r a z: grins watchig gabri and robin dance
RobinBarnes87: feels the pull as I am moved closer,lips
Gabriela92: slides my
RobinBarnes87: opens

barely touching

lips softly side to side on Robin's....

my mouth, teeth grazing lightly over Gabi's bottom lip

Gabriela92: stokes the fireplace and sets the thermostat on 84.
D r a z: looks at temp here .......... ah usual 69
Gabriela92: pops one knee out to the side and gyrates it to "Legs".....
RobinBarnes87:

beat

kelli-:

grinds against Gabi, long hair flowing down my back, hips moving to the

I'm sure with all these ladies in here, it will get warmer

D r a z: its going to be a hot hot night
JessePenn: my drink ran out and it suddenly
D r a z: passes jess another cold water

heated up

Gabriela92: gyrates the hips in a circle...
Gabriela92: then thrusts them left and right, exaggeratedly, to the beat....
RobinBarnes87: shoulders sway to the beat, hips matching Gabi's circling
lostdad50: one handed typing warning lol
Gabriela92: struts down the dance floor, clapping
JessePenn: swings my feet under the barstool
RobinBarnes87: struts down the opposite way,
Sonofagun20072000: claps hands to the beat of

overhead to get everyone involved....

clapping

the music in imitation of gabriela

RobinBarnes87: hips swaying as I turn, clapping hands, body moving and swaying
xx-bobo-xx: dont worry ye got everyones full attention gabie lol
Gabriela92: getting warm, too.... unbuttons the blouse all the way down and ties

the

shirttails in a knot just below my bra...
D r a z: claps loudly watching gabri and robin
lostdad50: just keep your heels on girls please
RobinBarnes87:

stomps my heels just for lostdad

puts one palm flat on my bare tummy.... the other on the back of my neck....
swiveling slow, slow, fast, fast....
Gabriela92:

RobinBarnes87:

heels clicking as I strut across the floor, long hair flying behind me

RobinBarnes87: hips rocking to the beat
daviddirects: sipping my drink..watching

the dance..

JessePenn: claps to the beat, tapping my
Sonofagun20072000: sips his drink and

foot to the barstool
watches the dancers
Gabriela92: turns my backside to the audience...
Gabriela92: bends forward at the waist....
D r a z: woo hoo gbari .shake that thang
RobinBarnes87:

raises hands over my head, body rocking and hips rolling

Gabriela92: shakes
xx-bobo-xx: got 20

it sideways several times...
in me hand waitin for one of the dancers to strut over

JessePenn: wooo
Gabriela92: then slaps the
RobinBarnes87: bad girl

seat of my jeans nice and hard.....

Gabriela92: where????
Gabriela92: lol
RobinBarnes87: me lol
JessePenn: ruffles my hair and laughs to myself
RobinBarnes87: tonight anyway lol
Gabriela92: unsnaps the waistband of

the jeans...

RobinBarnes87: unsnaps my own jeans...
Gabriela92: shimmies hips side to side as
lostdad50:

take them off take them off

I do a deep knee bend....

RobinBarnes87: sways my hips
Gabriela92: slowly stands back up....
JessePenn: careens my head to the side
xx-bobo-xx: in a trance from the hips sways
Gabriela92: circles the hips as I slowly turn around

a few times....
bumps my hip out to each bell ring....
D r a z: watchesthe hip bumps
xx-bobo-xx: acdc and two dancin girls how gd is life lol
D r a z: it doesnt get better
Gabriela92: places my palms on my hips fingers pointing downward....
Gabriela92:

RobinBarnes87:

beat

slides jeans down as I bend at the waist, thonged bottom swaying to the

Gabriela92: wooo, Robin!!!!
D r a z: grins watchig robin

,.,.thats it girl

xx-bobo-xx: i missed me mouth takin that drink lol
RobinBarnes87: pushes jeans down, first one leg then the other
Gabriela92: watches those smooth, firm, toned legs come into view

head while squinting.... mmmmmm
xx-bobo-xx: get in there gabie girl lol
Gabriela92: I know what I want for dessert...

RobinBarnes87: sliding heels off as the jeans come off, then slides
RobinBarnes87: rolls hips to the beat, arms raised, head back
JessePenn: I told you earlier....who won't want Gabriela to grab them?
xx-bobo-xx: some american pie and fresh cream gabie?
Gabriela92: maybe my first Robin of Spring, Bobo...
D r a z: woo h00 robin ........hells bells is right
RobinBarnes87: winks at Gabi as hips move to
Gabriela92: two-steps over toward Robin....
RobinBarnes87: watches that two step

and slowly shakes my

the heels back on

LOL

the beat

RobinBarnes87: smiles
xx-bobo-xx: the say a robin in the hand is better than two in the bush
lostdad50: ok if u are a man and dont have a hard.. at this time check
RobinBarnes87:

lol lostdad

RobinBarnes87: shoulders rock to the beat
Gabriela92: runs my fingertips lightly over

her thong....

gabie lol
pulse u maybe dead

the smooth parts of Robin's tushy not covered by

RobinBarnes87: shivers at Gabi's touch and rocks her bottom
Gabriela92: slips my thumb under the waistband at her hip....
Gabriela92: pulls it out and lets it snap back into
JessePenn: hot
JessePenn: damn
RobinBarnes87: licks my lips
RobinBarnes87: grinds her hips against Gabi's
xx-bobo-xx: which lips robin lol

place.....

Gabriela92: holds those smooth, firm, perfectly round
RobinBarnes87: leans closer and licks Gabi's lips
D r a z: smiles watching robin and gabri

buns of Robin's in my warm hands.....

xx-bobo-xx: spank them gabie
Gabriela92: puckers and gives her a soft, lingering kiss as the
RobinBarnes87: slides my hands over Gabi's shoulders, letting

as we kiss

Gabriela92: instead
xx-bobo-xx: gets to

song winds up....

my fingers tangle in her hair

of spanking, I run my fingertips around in slow circles on those buns....
his feet to clap

RobinBarnes87: tugs on her hair as our
Gabriela92: leans my head back to the

lostdad50: no interupting please lol
Gabriela92: lol, he had been PMing me
Gabriela92: un-knots the blouse...

bodies grind together
tug of the hair....

for the past ten minutes, that guy.

RobinBarnes87: licks Gabi's neck, sucking the skin as our bodies
RobinBarnes87: helps Gabi un knot the blouse with a giggle
D r a z: smiles watching the girls

meld together

closes my eyes and looks up at the ceiling as I feel Robin's fingers fumbling
with the knot... leaning slightly into her hands on purpose....
D r a z: grins as gabri moves with the beat
Gabriela92: Let's Robin push the blouse off my shoulders and down my arms....
Gabriela92:

unties the knot, opening the blouse lowering my head, licking down her
chest and over a full breast
RobinBarnes87:

Gabriela92: gasps...
Gabriela92: feels her wet tongue on the exposed part of my cleavage....
RobinBarnes87: tickles my tongue up and down Gabi's cleavage
Gabriela92: shivers....
D r a z: grins watching

RobinBarnes87: slides my tongue over a full breast to tease Gabi's
Gabriela92: puts my hands on the bra cups and pushes inward....
abriela92: waves from the dance floor....

hard nipple

Gabriela92: spins, letting my hair fly in a looping mess around my head.....
RobinBarnes87: rolls her head and shoulders, hips rocking to the beat
Gabriela92: tossing my face twice left, twice right...
Gabriela92: then in circles....
Gabriela92: wb, Nicknack
RobinBarnes87: scoots backwards,

hips moving

Gabriela92: hands on waist, making a hula motion....
RobinBarnes87: shoulders shaking
Gabriela92: <<<loves what shakes when Robin's shoulders
RobinBarnes87:
RobinBarnes87:
RobinBarnes87:

raises arms, moving body
long hair flying
heads to the bar for a sip of my drink

shake....

D r a z: smiling as the girls throbb to the beat
RobinBarnes87: sips and sighs
RobinBarnes87: hi blonde, hugsssssssssssssssssss

lowers the zipper on the jeans part way....
a little of the teal panties, matching my bra, shows through the opening...
johnp64: very cute gabi
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

JessePenn: growls under my breath taking a long slow sip of water letting it wash down the growl

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper the rest of the way....
JessePenn: exhales hard watching the girls
Gabriela92: walks over to the steps and mounts the stage....
Gabriela92: wb Jesse
JessePenn: winks over at Gabriela walking back to my seat thanks beautiful
Gabriela92: puts my thumbs in the waistband in back....
Gabriela92: pushes the tight, faded denim down my ass cheeks half way....
Gabriela92: until a little skin shows below the bottom edge of the taut boyshorts....
JessePenn: grins....teal suddenly becomeing one of my favorite colors
Gabriela92: bumps my hips to the left and the right....
D r a z: watches gabri as she teases so well
Gabriela92: pushes the jeans down a little more, to where my tushy meets my legs...
Gabriela92: wiggles my fanny back and forth, facing away from the audience....
johnp64: and what a cute tushy it is
JessePenn: whew
Gabriela92: looks back at everyone... smiles and winks.....
JessePenn: takes another long gander over at that fanny
Gabriela92: takes one index finger and inserts it all the way in my mouth, getting it nice

and wet....
D r a z: grins watching the slim body and those cheeks shake
JessePenn: shifts in my seat, smiling wide
Gabriela92: reaches back around

behind me, and touches the tip of the wet finger to the
center of my right butt cheek.... SSSSsssssss!!!!!
JessePenn: hahaha....laughs and shifts in my seat, shaking my head
Gabriela92: kicks off my shoes and pushes the jeans down to my knees with
Gabriela92: bends all the way down until my head is against my shins...
JessePenn: those boyshorts though....bites my lip at her tush as it shakes the soft denim free
Gabriela92: hair dragging on the stage floor.....
Gabriela92:

both hands....

pushes the jeans down to my ankles....

Gabriela92: pulls out one foot, then the other...
Gabriela92: grasps my ankles....
JessePenn: licks my lips at the exposed derrier swaying to and fro, her hair elongating her impressive figure
D r a z: woo hoo gabri ............such a sight!
Gabriela92: lets my fingers slowly slide up the back of my calves....
blonde_genius: leaves Gabri roses at the edge of the stage and slips out....bye all
JessePenn: tilts my head to the side a little
JessePenn: bye blonde!
Gabriela92: pauses at my knees....

puts my hands on the front of them... swings knees left and right as I squat
down and then stand again....
Gabriela92:

JessePenn: chuckles to myself, grinning, licking my lip
Gabriela92: slides my hands up the back of my
Gabriela92: holds my backside in my hands....
Gabriela92: swiveling it...

thighs....

Gabriela92: turning slowly around my feet....
Gabriela92: fingertips sliding up my tummy...
JessePenn: flashes cool blue eyes at her
redtail7: hey
Gabriela92: up over my
D r a z: winks at gabri

bra cups...

Gabriela92: fingertips meeting at my cleavage....
Gabriela92: tugs the top edge of the bra cups down,
D r a z: mensa .profile

just a little..

Gabriela92: takes the front of the panties and tugs the waistband...
JessePenn: seeya lost
JessePenn: grins over at Gabriela and turns back and forth in my seat a bit
lostdad50: this is the best room on pal
D r a z:

it sure is lost and its the people majkes it so
the hips and stretches it out in a locomotive motion....

Gabriela92: pulls the waistband at
JessePenn: chuckles
xx-bobo-xx: drools watchin gabie

keep my buns tight together so I don't go too far, I push the fabric down in the
back, almost to the bottom of the buns....
Gabriela92: swiveling the hips...
xx-bobo-xx: waits for it to pop from between the buns
Gabriela92:

JessePenn: bites down hard on my bottom lip watching the boyshorts dip down
D r a z: smiles watching gabri as she keeps the hot dance going
gregooohhh: oh cmon Gabs push it right down pleaze
Gabriela92: pinches each bun between the thumb and forefinger of

each hand....

D r a z: sees the little red marks on each cheek
xx-bobo-xx: offers to kiss them better lol
Gabriela92: gives each bun a hard slap with my fingers, leaving four red diagonal stripes
JessePenn: raises up from my seat to help settle my thoughts, standing up against the bar leaning back looking over at
Gabriela listening to the sharp sound of fun meeting her buns
Gabriela92: pulls the back of the boyshorts back up over my buns... turns back to the

crowd...

slips my fingers into the waistband in the front... just until my fingernails
disappear...
D r a z: smiles looking where they point
Gabriela92: slides the hands from the hips toward the center... back again... and to the
center again....
gregooohhh: leans over and tries to peer down Gabs knickers
Gabriela92: lets my left hand drift up my tummy, while the right hand lingers inside the
waistband....
Gabriela92: slides a barstool to the center of the stage, under one of the spotlights.....
D r a z: smiles watching gabri
Gabriela92: goes to the light panel, and turns off all the other stage lights....
Gabriela92:

JessePenn: reaches over and fades down all the lights exept for that one
JessePenn: smirks
Gabriela92: good thinking, Jesse... winks

sits on the stool....
hooks my feet into the rungs....
D r a z: smiles as i we focus on the stool
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

JessePenn: slides a few chairs over close to the stage and slips down into one of them watching Gabriela intently
Gabriela92: sways to the bluesy beat, letting my hair sweep around my shoulders, chest,

and back....
Gabriela92: rolling my shoulders slowly....

JessePenn: closes my eyes letting the images of her sink in with the soft beat of the tune
D r a z: eyes ion the shoulders
Gabriela92: wraps my arms around my waist and rolls my tummy horizontally
JessePenn: slowly opens my eyes, the sight of Gabriela under the soft stage light helping everything else to fade away
Gabriela92: rolls my head around... eyes half-closed... a contented smile on my lips...
Gabriela92: purses and puckers my lips occasionally to good sections of the song....
D r a z: smiles at how seductibe ganri is now
Gabriela92: slides my hands down my tummy...
JessePenn: winks down into my chair a little, melting away
Gabriela92: over the panties...

over the tops of my thighs, down to my knees.....
back up to my waist....
down again, this time more to the inside of the thighs....
D r a z: watches the soft stroking
Gabriela92: up and down... just lightly grazing the smooth skin on my inner legs...
Gabriela92: my buns slightly rocking on the stool....
D r a z: watches the slow rock
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

JessePenn: smiles
Gabriela92: pushes

my knees apart until my legs are almost 180 degrees open, with my feet
still hooked into the stool rungs....
Gabriela92: Hi, Lucy!!! huggsss.
Gabriela92: keeps stroking the insides of my thighs lightly with my fingertips, feeling so
wonderful...

Gabriela92: lingering a bit longer near the top than the bottom....
JessePenn: smiling softly to Gabriela watching her fingers paint a slow seductive picture
Gabriela92: little two inch circles, just below the leg opening of my panties...
Gabriela92: I let my thumbs slip just under the edge of the fabric, tracing the

legs meet my torso.... up and down... up and down... mmmmmmm

line where my

JessePenn: exhales hard
JessePenn: shifting in my seat
D r a z: watches gabri as she seduces the room
JessePenn: Mmmhmmm
Gabriela92: leans back on the stool, until my face

and chest and tummy are bathed in the
stark brilliance of the spotlight.....
Gabriela92: closing my eyes...
Gabriela92: forgetting that I'm being watched as I enjoy my own touch....
D r a z: wb jesse
Gabriela92: wb, jesse
JessePenn: thanks, lost my sound and the effect it had on Gabriela
Gabriela92: leaves my left hand sliding up and down
JessePenn: Mmmm smiles and retakes my seat watching closely
Gabriela92: moves my right hand onto my tummy....
pvclucygirl: purrs

Gabriela92: runs a fingertip lightly in a circle around
D r a z: watching as gabri s fingers ttease her

my left thigh....

and into my navel....

the circling moves slowly down toward the top edge of the panties....
fingertips slip under the fabric...
circling lower and lower....
mmmmmmm........
D r a z: looks at the circling fingers
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

JessePenn: licks my suddenly dry lips
Gabriela92: the thumb and index

finger stop....

Gabriela92: the ring finger and little finger stop....
gregooohhh: <<< drools in anticipation
Gabriela92: the middle finger shifts from circling....
pvclucygirl: mmm
Gabriela92: to slow, rhythmic vertical motions....
JessePenn: softly clears my throat
Gabriela92: losing myself in the spotlight and the music....
Gabriela92: then all the fingers join in the slow, tender, up

of the panties....
Gabriela92: good thing these panties are not lacy....
JessePenn: one could only hope Gabriela
Gabriela92: I sure did, Blonde, thank you, dear.
JessePenn: winks
Gabriela92: stands and takes a bow to everyone...
gregooohhh: thx Draz
JessePenn: falls out of my chair
JessePenn: who is that?
gregooohhh: Great Show Gabs " Encore Encore"
pvclucygirl: super sexy gabi, glad i saw
JessePenn: ahhh well I appreciate the hand
danny4MissBuffy: ty Gabi

and down stretching of the front

thank you for your attention.

the end of it hehe

Gabriela92: thank you, Lucy.
JessePenn: I was lucky enough to see the start, middle and end
Gabriela92: glad you enjoyed, Jesse.
buffy4JW: nice to meet u all
danny4MissBuffy: everyone meet
danny4MissBuffy: Yw Miss B

welcum Miss Buffy
stands and applauds gabris dabnce ......wow thanks babe

gregooohhh:
D r a z:

Miss Buffy

Gabriela and Kelli
kelli-: Draz.. give me an helping hand up onto the bar
D r a z: lifts kelli up on the bar .......holds onto her as I

go girl

blonde_genius: THAT was a sexy
kelli-: slipping off my shoes
kelli-: feet keeping the beat

lift brushing her up my body ...you

lift, Draz

Gabriela92: looks
D r a z: watches

up at Kelli, just down the bar...
as kelli taps out the beat
kelli-: dances over the Gab.. puts out my hands.. come on ??
Gabriela92: give me a bit, Kelli, and I might just do that... you take it for now; you're doing
great.
kelli-: awwww..
blonde_genius: dances over close to the key rack
mrcountry_1: great to watch kelli, nice dance
trisha_29:

again.....just....dancin'.....n' stuff

glances at blonde

kelli-: shakin and shimmying
blonde_genius: throws a chocolate

on Max's lap....to distract trisha

trisha_29: dives for the.........chocolate
kelli-: turning and swirling
D r a z: watches kelli shimmie and shake

it .go little bad girl

blonde_genius: grabs a key
kelli-: waits for the next song to get going
kelli-: hands on hips and thrust to the beat
blonde_genius:

woooooooooooooot kelli

D r a z: watches as kelli picks up the beat ...........look
kelli-: hahahahahaha .. you're soooo bad Draz

at her go ............. little bad girl

dances down the bar
shakes my as at country on the way past
D r a z: woo hoo watches as kelli dances down the bar
mrcountry_1: just focuses on kellis movements, wow
kelli-: steps to the song
kelli-:
kelli-:

blonde_genius: *sets a fan on the bar pointing up at kelli
D r a z: go little bad girl
kelli-: stands infront of country and humps to the beat
AlderaanYavin: watches how the fan kicks BGs hair
blonde_genius: lol....
mrcountry_1: watches kelli and bounces on the cor
mrcountry_1: chair*
D r a z: look at those
kelli-: shakin at Gab

watching

humping hips ........... go little bad girl

rcountry_1: good bad
Gabriela92: smiles up
kelli-: that song was

at Kelli....
a good one
kelli-: mmmm picks up the beat
D r a z: watches as kelli picks up the beat
kelli-: sways from side to side
blonde_genius: slips over and drops
kelli-: gets low infront of Gab

the key in Alder's pocket....

blonde_genius: (now I can pass a frisking) *wink
D r a z: watches as kelli swings round those hips
Gabriela92: gives a big "ooooohhh" looking at Kelli

right in front of me...
gives draz a knowing nod and wink
kelli-: on my knees humping the air
mrcountry_1: lowers head to get better look at kelli bending for gab
AlderaanYavin:

trisha_29:

so sneaky you two are!

D r a z: nods to AY
kelli-: doubles the beat

blonde_genius: dances over to the
kelli-: hands in the air pulling up

stairs....

the dress higher
D r a z: such a naughty girl kelli ..so frisky
AlderaanYavin: slips off my stool and walks quietly to the stairs
Gabriela92: looks at those smooth, lithe thighs....
kelli-: hips and ass bouncing to the beat
trisha_29: jumps up and shines the light at the
xx-bobo-xx: mmmm like the sockin tops kelli
kelli-: moves closer to Gab
D r a z: watches that dress pull up
mrcountry_1: what a pretty bounce

foot of the stairs

the tighs ............

blonde_genius: watches kelli....getting a good view from above....
blonde_genius: Alder...you should see the dance from up here...so
kelli-: mmmmmm stands and humps the air
AlderaanYavin:

follows BG up the stairs

blonde_genius: mmmmmmmmmmmmm
trisha_29: hears the stairs squeeking

sexy....

isn't she sexy???

kelli-: cuts the beat in half with thrusting hips
D r a z: grins watching kelli as she dances ....dirty
kelli-: holds out my hand to Gab

dirty dancer

kelli-: smiles .. mouthing.. come on
D r a z: its a game she plays
Gabriela92: reaches up... climbs up on

the seat of my stool.....
having a hard time sitting on this stool... watching kelli and gabbi... what two
hotties they are
Gabriela92: steps onto the bar with kelli....
D r a z: woo hoo here we go .............two dirty dirty dancers
kelli-: pulls you over onto the bar with me
ranD972:

blonde_genius: this will be hot
kelli-: holds both your hands and dances hard
Gabriela92: shifting my hips left and right...

with you

AlderaanYavin: stands behind BG at the bannister...watching the dancing
kelli-: slowly moves my hands down your arms and we sway together
D r a z: watches as the two girls bump into each other
mrcountry_1: oh gabriela, your dirty danc and so goodddd
blonde_genius: brushes Alder's front with my back....
Gabriela92: stands in closer to kelli... our noses almost touching....
kelli-: hands on your shoulders as
kelli-: eyes locked on yours
AlderaanYavin: rubs BGs shoulders

we dirty dance

Gabriela92: one knee in between Kelli's knees....
mrcountry_1: you were restrained for so lopng, let
kelli-: bends down to your thigh

blonde_genius: smiles real big....and disappears up
D r a z: watches as the beat invades both bodies

it all go now, your moves

the stairwell

kelli-: feel my thighs outside of yours
AlderaanYavin: turns and follows BG
Gabriela92: claps a few times overhead...
kelli-: face inches away from yours
Gabriela92: then drops my hands to Kelli's
kelli-: huge smile across my face

shoulders.

watches as they both dirty dance
swaying left and right in unison....
kelli-: feel my hands move down your sides to your hips
kelli-: cuts the beat in half thrusting my hips
D r a z:

Gabriela92:

Gabriela92: does a half-turn
kelli-: licks my lips
Gabriela92: backs into her...
D r a z: watches as the girls

and moves my backside up close to the front of Kelli....

bump into each other
pulls your hips back to me
kelli-: humps your ass
kelli-: to the beat
Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder, watching her hips hit my buns....
kelli-: cuts the beat and thrusts hard
D r a z: passes out water to everyone ..........man this will get hot
Gabriela92: likes the contrast of her little black dress against my red sequined minidress....
kelli-: hands moving up and down your body
Gabriela92: shimmies slightly down, bending my knees....
kelli-: takes your hand and moves you around and around
kelli-: feels the beat change
kelli-: hips swaying
Gabriela92: exaggeratedly bumps my hips out to the left and right....
D r a z: watches as the hips sway to each others beat
kelli-: follows your lead
sweet_rodeo_girl: finishs my drink and steps outside to get some air
Gabriela92: lays my hands on top of my head....
kelli-: moves toward you
kelli-: eyes lock on yours
Gabriela92: grinds my hips in a circle....
Gabriela92: winks at Kelli...
kelli-: hands move to your shoulders
Gabriela92: licks my lips....
Gabriela92: leans in...
D r a z: god almighty look at athose bodies
kelli-: moves less than an inch from you
mrcountry_1: love to see you lick yhour lips gabri
Gabriela92: meets Kelli's mouth in a soft kiss..
kelli-: echoing your moves
mrcountry_1: draz, they are oh so hot
kelli-: press against you
kelli-: opens my mouth to you
Gabriela92: puts my hands on her buns and pulls her pelvis up tight against mine...
xx-bobo-xx: pinches myself to c if this is real
D r a z: smiles as they dance in close
kelli-: humps against you
mrcountry_1: reaches up to the bar and drops a big $$$Bill on the bar
Gabriela92: both our hips circling together....
kelli-: kissing you deeply
kelli-: hands in your hair
Gabriela92: pulls the fabric on the back of her little black dress up just a little, until a bit of
her buns show....
xx-bobo-xx: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm buns
kelli-: works my ass to the beat
kelli-: smiling at Gab
D r a z: smiles as i watch the cute pert butt excposed
Gabriela92: gives Kelli a little fish-face pout, then a big grin...
kelli-: whispers.. showing off my thong to the boys .. huge smile
kelli-: hips moving front to back in rhythm
D r a z: grins as we all see the thong
kelli-: feel my mouth on your neck as you tug my dress
ranD972: wow... lovely thong kelli.. u tease
kelli-: mmm great beat
kelli-:

kelli-: hands on Gabs hips as I circle her body
mrcountry_1: feels the heat from K&G andjust luxuriates
kelli-: never more than inches from her
Gabriela92: tilts my head back and lets my

dress....

in it

hair fall further down the bare back of my

mrcountry_1: you are so together, way to goooooooooooooo
Gabriela92: letting it sway as I tip my head left and right...
D r a z: both sexy as hell

smiles at Gab
swirls my head so my long hair sweeps across her body
xx-bobo-xx: this better than any niteclub i ever been in
Gabriela92: pulls Kelli back in to another kiss... this time letting everyone see our tongues
touch...
kelli-: sucking your tongue
sweet_rodeo_girl: lets my hips sway in small circles as the music flows out onto the back
porch
Gabriela92: opens my mouth wide and lets my tongue stick out as far as I can for Kelli...
kelli-: licks your tongue and swirls my around yours
xx-bobo-xx: go's sits on the porch to watch rodeo
Gabriela92: pulls out Kelli's bottom lip between my lips...
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at bobo as my hair moves with my hips
kelli-: hands moving up and down your body slowly
D r a z: smiles watching the girls as they dance close together
Gabriela92: resting my hands on the upper curve of Kelli's hips....
kelli-: grabs your ass gently and pulls you as our hips sway together
D r a z: watching as they dance into each other
xx-bobo-xx: sits back and watchs the beautiful sight
kelli-: feel my tongue lick your ear
ranD972: catches the site of rodeo....what a beauty she is
kelli-: sucking your ear lobe
Gabriela92: giggles at the tickling tongue....
kelli-: smiles and laffs
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks as the music gets louder turns and dances around bobo's chair
letting him get a good look at my small shorts and white shirt that just covers my tummy
kelli-: mmmmmm
kelli-: now I know
Gabriela92: whispers to Kelli.....
mrcountry_1: thanks, dips fingers in water and shakes water over brow, so warm here
kelli-: whispers.. lets make it really hot in here
xx-bobo-xx: notices rodeo has the body of an angel
mrcountry_1: kelli yes, make it hotter, it is so hot already, wowow
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around shaking my ass inches from his face grips my knees and
rocks my ass in circles
kelli-: turn and backs into Gabs arms
mrcountry_1: still watching gabris semi-exposed cheeks, mmmm
kelli-: hands over my head as we dance together
xx-bobo-xx: i think i just died and went to heaven
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks back at him as my ass sways side to side slaping his face with my
hair
Gabriela92: all four of our hands meet up in the air overhead....
xx-bobo-xx: wonders how rodeo got into such tight shorts mmmmmmmmm
Campeoni: lol bobo been wandering the same
sweet_rodeo_girl: swishing my hair across one cheek than the other as my ass moves in
smaller circles smiles and backs up to his lap straddles his legs and bounces
kelli-: moving back tight to Gabs body
kelli-: humping to the beat
xx-bobo-xx: think i just bust me jeans lol
kelli-:
kelli-:

lifts my arms over my head making my top show off my breasts while my
ass grinds left and right
D r a z: think the yayas are out tonight
xx-bobo-xx: shake it rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks back at bobo wiggles my ass against his groin ab bounces with the
beat
mrcountry_1: oh more more more
xx-bobo-xx: watchs rodeos perk boobs bounce with the rest of her
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles stands turns and lifts my top up just to tease bobo then lets it slide
back down as i straddle his lap
kelli-: dances around Gab
D r a z: watches gabri and kelli on the bar
Gabriela92: takes Kelli's hands....
ranD972: understood Robin... may i sit next to you maybe?? can i send you a pvt?
D r a z: hands off the dancers bobo please
sweet_rodeo_girl: locking my ankles behind the chairs legs runs my hands in his hair and
shakes my boobs in his face
Gabriela92: dances backwards down to the end of the bar....
mrcountry_1: smiles as gabri nears
Gabriela92: sits and rolls my legs over the edge to hop down to the floor....
Gabriela92: reaches up to help Kelli down....
mrcountry_1: applaudsssssssssssssssssssssssss
D r a z: smiles watching gabri and kelli get off the bar
mrcountry_1: wtgggggggg kelli and gabriela
kelli-: holds gabs hands and slips to the floor
D r a z: stands and hoots and hollers ....well done you two
sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my head at bobo as my fingertips grip and tugs hes hair as my ass
grinds and moves with the beat
Gabriela92: moves to the dance floor....
Gabriela92: interlocks my fingers with Kelli's, facing her...
xx-bobo-xx: dont stop rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: rolling my hips side to side as my eyes look into his
kelli-: eyes locked on Gabs
kelli-: smiles.. yes ...
kelli-: lets
kelli-: do it
kelli-: moves with Gab to the beat
Gabriela92: stands aside Kelli... slightly lowering my backside...
Gabriela92: scooting my feet forward with each beat...
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles i got this draz winks at bobo slips a pair of handcuffs around each
of his wrists and clips them to the chairs arms
kelli-: smiles wide at Gab
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at bobo rolls my hips in slow circles as my shoulders shimmy in a
slow rhytum
kelli-: I can see her mind working
mrcountry_1: hands on lap watches Gabri, smiling and watching the bump by kelli behind
gabri
Gabriela92: dances around Kelli...
kelli-: hands up and swaying to the beat
Gabriela92: standing close behind her...
sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs his hair pulling his head back smiles and bites his bottom lip to tease
him more
kelli-: hips forward and back
xx-bobo-xx: put me out of me misery rodeo lol
Gabriela92: grips the hem of her little black dress....
Gabriela92: shifts the fabric left and right...
kelli-: scoots back toward Gab
sweet_rodeo_girl:

kelli-: bends slightly
D r a z: smiles watching

gabri ..............slolwy pull at that little back dress
my knuckles brushing her backside as I slowly lift it higher and higher with
each left and right shift....
kelli-: smiling wide as I work it
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at bobo wiggles on his lap as i grind up and down making ny ass
move with the beat of the music
kelli-: 4 beat sway and shake
kelli-: bends a bit more
D r a z: gruns as i see that pert kelli bitt and the tiny thong]
xx-bobo-xx: such a tight sweet little ass it is to rodeo mmmmmm
kelli-: humps to the slow beat
kelli-: forward and back
Gabriela92: lifts the hem up to her waist and gives the bare buns a quick but not-too-hard
slap....
kelli-: then back and forth as Gab slowly lifts
sweet_rodeo_girl: flicks the tip of my tongue along his jaw and around his earlobe nibbles
and pshs him back into the chair harder
kelli-: ooooo
D r a z: grins at kelli as shes exposed
kelli-: slowly humping forward and back
kelli-: arching my back
xx-bobo-xx: bites on me bottom lip
mrcountry_1: oh yeah, looks so fine kelli, mmmmm
Gabriela92: thrusts my hips left and right... two beats to each side, then the other....
ranD972: sitting here on my stool... watching intently at the sweet specatacle of kelli and
gabbi.... hot damn...... sweet rodeo is being such a great tease as well
kelli-: standing with my legs slightly apart and doing the same thrust tempo but forward
and back
Gabriela92: runs my fingers deep up into my hair, lifting it from my shoulders....
Gabriela92: figure-8s with my hips in a horizontal motion....
kelli-: turns toward Gab and moves forward
sweet_rodeo_girl: yanks bobo's head back grins and uses the beat to bounce on his lap more
while my top clings to my breasts and makes my tight shorts move up my ass
kelli-: dancing inches from her
Gabriela92: gives Kelli a predatory look... but with a glimmer in my eye....
kelli-: licking my lips
kelli-: smiling...
kelli-: bite me wild cat
xx-bobo-xx: catches a sight of rodeos buns mmmmmmmmmmmm
kelli-: geez Draz
Gabriela92: leans forward and kisses Kelli on the collarbone....
kelli-: growls in my high voice more like a purrrr
D r a z: watches as the music moves up a notch
sweet_rodeo_girl: whispers behave bobo as i let my top slip up more pressing my tits against
your chest as i straddle your lap more and uses the beat to bounce more
D r a z: growlssssssss adeep growls watching the girls as they throbbinto each other
kelli-: my mouth finds your ear and sucks your ear lobe
D r a z: grins watching rodeo
mrcountry_1: they are getting in on now draz
Gabriela92: reaches around the back of Kelli...
kelli-: hips pushing forward and back
kelli-: swirls my tongue in her ear
kelli-: whispers.. do it
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper on hier little black dress a few inches, until her strapless
black bra shows in the little "V" opening.....
sweet_rodeo_girl: bites and tugs his earlobe as my ass grinds and wiggles in circles
Gabriela92:

mrcountry_1: yes gabriela do it
kelli-: picking up the beat with
kelli-: dancing around Gab
sweet_rodeo_girl: ohhhhh bobo

my feet and legs

wiggles makes the chair bang against the railing as i winks
and bounces with the beat more
ranD972: hi there trish
kelli-: pulling back her hair and sucking her neck
Gabriela92: reaches up under my own hem....
kelli-: hands moving over her body
kelli-: licking up to her ear.. swirrrlllll
Gabriela92: pushes down my scarlet thong to the middle of my thighs...
mrcountry_1: oh scarlettttttttttttttttt
kelli-: hands move down past your hips
Gabriela92: looks at Kelli... "push them down the rest of the way..."
D r a z: smiles asi watch the girls move to the beat
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at bobo stands spins around and shakes my ass at him as i walk to
the bar leaving him cuffed to the chair
D r a z: two cuties ..........
xx-bobo-xx: k nite all have a gd one and thnx rodeo that i never forget smiles
kelli-: dancing around Gab and get to my knees
kelli-: leans forward as my body dances to the beat
Gabriela92: dances gently with my knees close together so Kelli can work the thong down
to my ankles....
kelli-: catch the front of the thong in my teeth and tug
mrcountry_1: oh yeahhhhhhhhhhhhh
D r a z: smiles at kelli
ranD972: smiles and winks at rodeo... my heart is racing at the site of rodeo....
Gabriela92: lays my hand on top of her head as she lowers my panties....
kelli-: bending and pushing in rhythm
sweet_rodeo_girl: fixes my shorts and smooths down my top as i sit and leans back against
the bar
kelli-: ass in the air as I pull them off
D r a z: passes rodeo a cold water
sweet_rodeo_girl: ty Draz i need this
ranD972: my eyes move up and down those sexy legs of rodeos.... shorts are as tight
forming as i have ever seen
Gabriela92: I can feel Kelli's breath on my legs....
kelli-: pulls them to the floor
kelli-: holds them down
kelli-: no no
Gabriela92: steps out of the panties daintily...
mrcountry_1: watches hoping the scarelett thong may come his way
ranD972: smile widely... watches rodeo... running ice cubes across her full lips...
kelli-: picks them up .. lifts my dress and pushes them under my thong waist
mrcountry_1: just sayin, hope i can catch it
kelli-: MINE!!! HAHAHAHAHAHA
mrcountry_1: in my teeth
Gabriela92: turns Kelli's back to me...
sweet_rodeo_girl: sips my water and smiles at Draz
Gabriela92: puts my hands on her hips and dances close...
D r a z: `winks at rodeo
kelli-: humps back against Gab
kelli-: lays back on her
Gabriela92: pushes her hair out of the way and kisses her neck and shoulders....
kelli-: mmmmm .. it's getting warm in here Gab
kelli-: turns toward you and kisses you deeply
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper down the back of Kelli's dress... past her waist....

D r a z: grins at kelli and
kelli-: hands on your ass
ranD972: winks
kelli-: sways to

gabri

at rodeo
the beat
Gabriela92: slips my hands inside the opening and places my fingers on her slender waist....
kelli-: as the dress slips
Gabriela92: slides my fingertips upward...
kelli-: mmmmm
Gabriela92: across her shoulder blades....
kelli-: still too warm
Gabriela92: up to her neck....
kelli-: swaying and dancing as Gab touches me
Gabriela92: pushes the straps of the little black dress off Kelli's shoulder until they fall to
her elbows....
mrcountry_1: do we have more water draz, need to keep the fire from engulfing intol flame
kelli-: smiles at Gab.. better .. but
kelli-: hard to dance
Gabriela92: slides my hands down Kelli's upper arms...
kelli-: what to do?
Gabriela92: pushing the straps down her arms... to her wrists....
Gabriela92: over her hands...
kelli-: puts my hands down and the dress falls to the floor
kelli-: dances out of it
Gabriela92: until the whole thing ends up in a little black heap around her ankles....
Gabriela92: bends to pick it up...
kelli-: ginning ear to ear at Gab
D r a z: winks at gabri and kellly
Gabriela92: swings it around my head and flings it over to Draz for safekeeping....
kelli-: smiles at Draz as we dance
D r a z: catches it and places behid tyhe bar
kelli-: winks
D r a z: winks at kelli and gabri
Gabriela92: watches Kelli in her skimpy black undies, dancing provocatively...
kelli-: dancing with Gabs thong in my waist band
kelli-: guys.. remember "the jerk"?
Gabriela92: what the hell... grabs my thong back and pulls it back on....
kelli-: no you don't
sweet_rodeo_girl: i keep them close
kelli-: grabs your hands and dances with you
Gabriela92: begins to undo the little black bows down the front of my red sequined dress.....
mrcountry_1: looks and wonders what just happened, gabriela snatching her thong back
D r a z: grins at gabriella and kelli .............
Gabriela92: dances in slow turns, my dress open in the front from my neck to below my
navel...
mrcountry_1: smiles and sits watching
kelli-: dances up to you
kelli-: takes your hands and puts them on my hips
D r a z: wooooo yeahhhhhhhhh
kelli-: dancing with you
Gabriela92: fingertips rubbing the smooth, taut skin of Kelli's hips....
kelli-: reaching down to the lil bows left
Gabriela92: my thumbs strumming the waistband of her panties.....
kelli-: eyes on yours as I open them
kelli-: one at a time.. slowly
Gabriela92: takes a deep breath, anticipating what's next.....
kelli-: starts to dance with my shoulders watching your eyes
kelli-: licks my lips

slides my hands up Kelli's waist... over her ribs...
gn, rodeo!!!!
Gabriela92: great dancing!!!!
D r a z: mmmmmm bad girl .........
kelli-: pops the last bow and lets the dress drop
Gabriela92: lets my fingertips slide down my neck....
kelli-: wide grin as I dance with you
Gabriela92: over my collarbones...
Gabriela92: over the tender flesh of the part of my boobs that spill out of the top of my
bra....
Gabriela92: over the red lacy fabric...
Gabriela92: down my tummy....
kelli-: hands around your waist
Gabriela92: over the front of the thong...
Gabriela92: down the front of my thighs.....
Gabriela92: then across to Kelli's legs....
kelli-: dances around you
Gabriela92: running my fingers up the back of her legs....
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

nonchalantly walks into the room from the stairs....brushing my
hair....watching the girls dance
blonde_genius:

D r a z: winks at blonde
kelli-: touching your hair

Gabriela92: smiles and gives BG a quick wave and an eyebrow lift.... "oh, really?"
blonde_genius: gabri is so much better at that dance with kelli than i would have been....
AlderaanYavin: trips down the stairs, straightening my tie.....tosses draz a key
D r a z:

catches the key and slips it back on its hook

kelli-: takes GAbs hands
Gabriela92: holds Kelli's hands....
kelli-:
kelli-:

dancing with you
hands on your hips and dances

blonde_genius: thank you....perfect
Gabriela92: swings our hands out and
ranD972: keeps my eyes on BG...

around, until they come to rest on our hips...

Gabriela92: swaying in harmony....
kelli-: dirty dancing with you
kelli-: hips thrusting
Gabriela92: runs my thumbs lightly along the lower edge of Kelli's panties....
kelli-: hands move up your body under your boobs
kelli-: thumbs sweep across your nipples showing through the bra
Gabriela92: deep breath....
kelli-: then back
Gabriela92: slips my fingertips

under the edge of Kelli's panties...

blonde_genius: sips my water....
kelli-: mouthing the words.. soooo hard
Gabriela92: nods and smiles at Kelli...

hips moving forward and back to the beat
kissing you deeply between songs
kelli-: whispers in your ear.. do you want me to get a key?
Gabriela92: running my fingertips over the smooth skin of Kelli's backside, my knuckles
pushing the fabric outward....
D r a z: jingles the keys
..................as i look at the girls
D r a z: night night blonde
D r a z: sleep weel AY
Gabriela92: gives Kelli a slow nod as my tongue slowly moves across my upper lip from the
left corner to the right....
kelli-:
kelli-:

Kelli Gabriela and Gabriela
Gabriela92: hops off my stool and stands in front of Kelli... pushes her knees apart and
moves closer to kiss her on the cheek....
kelli-: pulls Gab closer with my legs and gives her a real kiss
kelli-: wanna dance?
Gabriela92: maybe in a bit.
kelli-: k
Gabriela92: don't let me hold you back, though... I'd love to see you up there again.
kelli-: then I'm just holding you here
kelli-: dancing sitting on my stool
kelli-: oh god I can't sit still
kelli-: dances with my shoulders and head
kelli-: gets off the stool and dancing to the beat
kelli-: strutting over to Gab
Gabriela92: shifts in my seat, clapping to the beat.
D r a z: watcheas kellis hips switch to the beat
kelli-: shimmy my shoulders
Gabriela92: swings my head left and right...
kelli-: step wiggle step wiggle step wiggle step wlggle
kelli-: staring into Gabs eyes
Gabriela92: gives Kelli the bug-eyes and giggles.
kelli-: steps left .. steps rt ..
Gabriela92: snaps both fingers to my left...
kelli-: circles around to one side then back to the other in rhythm
Gabriela92: snaps both fingers to my right....
Gabriela92: repeating...
kelli-: smiles at Gab
kelli-: twirls an imaginary towel
Gabriela92: lolls my head around...
kelli-: toss my hairs down and shimmy
Gabriela92: leaning forward until my hair is almost brushing the tops of my legs....
kelli-: picks up the beat
kelli-: foot work
kelli-: swings hips
kelli-: Draz.. toss me a towel please
Gabriela92: back-rolls my shoulders....
D r a z: tosses keli a warm towel
kelli-: thanks .. catches it
kelli-: swings it around to the beat
Gabriela92: sways left and right, elbows tucked tight to my ribs....
Gabriela92: clapping real small in front of me...
kelli-: pulls the towel around my neck
kelli-: back and forth to the beat
kelli-: down my back
kelli-: under my butt
Gabriela92: two-steps to the left and back to the right....
kelli-: whips it between my legs and pulls it out infront of me
D r a z: smiles watching kellui dance with the towel
Gabriela92: wooooo, Kelli!
kelli-: swings it around as I dance in a circle
kelli-: waiting for the beat
kelli-: picks up
D r a z: watches kelli as she picks up the beat
AlderaanYavin: finishes the ale.........closes eyes and sits back
kelli-: laffs .. .. don't like this

skips over to Gap
two step?
kelli-: come on
Gabriela92: just shifting the feet two beats in each direction, not the actual "Two Step"
dance.
kelli-: same idea
Gabriela92: similar, yes.
kelli-: arm around your waist
kelli-: copies you
kelli-:
kelli-:

blonde_genius:

perks at two step

kelli-: we move around the room
D r a z: watches as gabri turns teaccher
Gabriela92: c'mon over, BG.... we'll be the

Brothelettes; LOL

kelli-: LOL
D r a z: lffssss
blonde_genius: LOL
kelli-:

come on

blonde_genius: hops up and
kelli-: waves blonde over

two steps to the duo

kelli-: awwwww
Gabriela92: puts my arm around
blonde_genius: yee haw!!....

BG on the other side....

kelli-: ut oh.. Draz found us something
Gabriela92: slide... slide... slide... left...
Gabriela92: slide... slide.. slide... right....
blonde_genius:

left right left and left and yessssssssssssss

kelli-: smiles at blonde trying to copy Gab
xx-bobo-xx: poor blonde is gonna b the meat

in the sandwich tonite lol
Gabriela92: step left... half turn.... shimmy backside....
kelli-: copies Gab
Gabriela92: repeat the sliding...
kelli-: clap to the beat
D r a z: claps watching the girls getting the beat
kelli-: shakes my hips as we do the dance
Gabriela92: slowly turn to the left in a half-squat, swinging your right arm overhead...
kelli-: with towel
blonde_genius: you have to get the hip on the slide...show off your asses ladies!!!
kelli-: bounce my butt in my tight horse shoe jeans
blonde_genius: makes sure my sparkles on my pockets are catching the light
blonde_genius: pulls up my shirt and ties it in a knot below
kelli-: just looks at blonde and holds out my hands.. can't
D r a z: claps for blonde ,.you go girl

my bustline

compete with that .. LMAO

blonde_genius: lol I love a good country dance...
kelli-: hands on my hips and dance
kelli-: smiling as I copy blonde and Gab

D r a z: grins watching blonde jiggle as sh dances
Gabriela92: swings my head left and right strongly,

flinging my hair
draz...have something cold to drink for the gals when the finish....they've
earned it...lays bills on the bar
D r a z: gets a good country song lined uop for blonde
AlderaanYavin:

blonde_genius: smiles
D r a z: places cold water on the bar
Gabriela92: shakes my head as I slide-step

yells over to alder.. thank you!!!
AlderaanYavin: winks at the gals
Gabriela92: tyvm, Alder....
kelli-: ut oh .. nice
kelli-:

forward....

kelli-: lines up with Gab and blonde
Gabriela92: swings the hips left and right....

slide steps right up behind Gab
left right....
blonde_genius: pops my hip on each corner
blonde_genius:
blonde_genius:

Gabriela92: swings my head in a circle with my eyes closed....
Gabriela92: two steps diagonally across the dance floor, clapping
trisha_29: i always know what he means...lol
kelli-: stays with Gab
Gabriela92: stands in one

twice to each step.

place... flexing my right knee to the beat....

kelli-: two step style in a circle
Gabriela92: punches the sky....
Gabriela92: hell ya!!!!!!
kelli-: HAHAHAHHA
blonde_genius: unbuttons
blonde_genius: LOL
kelli-:

my top to show my Walmart bra

whao .. WALMART !!!
leopard print, BG????

Gabriela92: woooo....
kelli-: OH YES!!!!

kelli-: LMAO
blonde_genius: lol.....cheap
Gabriela92: hell ya

so it can be ripped or cut off in the heat of the moment

D r a z: looks again ... damn that could double as emergency shelter
kelli-: slips my jean a little to show my leopard print bikini panties
Gabriela92: baby-steps across the dance floor to the beat....
kelli-:

HAHAHAHAHAHA

blonde_genius: lol...its recycled
kelli-: LMAO @ blonde

blonde

yerpa's....

hell ya
hell ya
Gabriela92: hell ya
D r a z: think i seen wedding held in things like that
Gabriela92: woooooooooooooooooo
kelli-: dances over to blonde and shakes my finger at her laughing
AlderaanYavin: ponders.."heat of the moment"..."emergency"..."Firey".....
kelli-: daning around the floor to Gab
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

blonde_genius: chases Gabri down with my own
Gabriela92: slides twice right... spins once.....
kelli-: does and old dance .. the jerk

two step moves

Gabriela92: slides twice left.. spins again....
D r a z: smiles likes to see kelli jerk
kelli-: shakin and jerkin

stomp-steps four times....
moon walks backwards....
spins again....
D r a z: here for the party
kelli-: spins in a circle with the towel over my head
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

blonde_genius: purple hooter shooter....lol
Gabriela92: puts my hands on my knees and
Gabriela92: wiggles my buns....

bend forward...

kelli-: moves behind Gab
kelli-: grabs my face with a shocked look
Gabriela92: stands and turns halfway around...

turns the same way
kicks my right foot forward....
kelli-: copies
Gabriela92: and steps after the kick.....
kelli-:

Gabriela92:

kelli-: whew
blonde_genius:

kick, step, thrust, turn

Gabriela92: returns to the bar and
blonde_genius: lap dance song....
AlderaanYavin:

takes the cold drink AY bought us... thank you, again.

hmmmm.........i like the thrust part

AlderaanYavin: yqw gabi
kelli-: moves to the bar for a drink
D r a z: watchs the girls get resting
kelli-: this place is a work out Gab
Gabriela92: carries my drink over to

to us!

Gabriela92: winks and nods
AlderaanYavin: smiles........
kelli-: holds up my
Gabriela92: uh huh
kelli-: smiles
Gabriela92:

drink ready for te next tune #

AY and gives him a kiss on the cheek... you're so good

to BG... got ya a winner there, girl!

drink to Alder and mouths .. "thanx"

clap... clap clap....clap.... clap clap....

kelli-: sits down on my stool
D r a z: watches as the litel
blonde_genius: lol....bounces
D r a z: hehe
kelli-: glances over at Draz

butts boounce on their stool s

everytime he sings bounce

D r a z: winks at kelli
kelli-: bounces to the beat
Gabriela92: feels my pelvis rocking

to the bounce on the stool....
leans forward and bounces .. smiling at Gab
D r a z: bounces back as i seethe hips rock
Gabriela92: bounce bounce bounce bounce....
kelli-: laffs at Gab
kelli-: I pick big.. LMAO
kelli-:

gets up and struts down the row of bar seats....fanning out some
cash...makes a horse riding motion
blonde_genius:
D r a z:

puts a stetson on my head and sings along ............. save a horse ,.,,,,ride a cowboy

kelli-: yeee hawww
kelli-: laffs at Draz
blonde_genius: makes

a roping motion....pretending to lasso Draz

kelli-:

uses the stool as my trusty steed

kelli-:

hips "riding" the stool

blonde_genius: lol watches
D r a z: watching as kelli
elli-: doubles the beat

kelli's stool feel rock back and forth

gets in a hot trott

kelli-: Draz puts the ZZZZZZZ
blonde_genius: blinks
D r a z: hahaha

in duz it good

Gabriela92: I hope that's "big diced die".... LOL
blonde_genius: checks kelli's little black book to
kelli-: riding the stool to the beat
D r a z: love when they cant spell their
kelli-: 4 .. and I've been here 5 times
D r a z: whistles and wipes the bar
kelli-: turns the page to G .. theres
blonde_genius: smiles...you go girl

own names]

the other star

blonde_genius: I got a rose!!!
Alert: D r a z just sent kelli- a Rose!
What's this?
Alert: D r a z just sent Gabriela92 a Rose!
What's this?
Alert: D r a z just sent trisha_29 a Rose!
What's this?
kelli-:

see how many stars are beside Draz'z name

I'm a sucker for.. umm.. never mind

laffsssss
Gabriela92: awwww.... that's so sweet, Draz... thank you!
AlderaanYavin: perks
D r a z: winks
D r a z:

trisha_29:

peeks in...thank you draz!

winks pleasure .you girls make the room what it is
kelli-: aawwww wow

D r a z:

blonde_genius:
AlderaanYavin:
kelli-: wow
D r a z: wb kelli

now we all have a gift...cool
� � four roses for four beautiful ladies

kelli-: dances over the
kelli-: thank you baby
Alexis Bruno - DJ: hello

Draz .. leans over the bar .. KIISSSSSSS

it's a great room
sooo much fun
Gabriela92: glad to have you back here, Alexis... nice to see some people return with some
past connections for us new people.
Alexis Bruno - DJ: yup. Anns will always be a home away from home for me,
kelli-:
kelli-:

blonde_genius: hello blue
blonde_genius: bye bue
kelli-: I'm probably the newest

here

Kelli Solo
give me something to dance to ?
like... stripper music LMAO
slips off my shoes
kelli-: help me up Draz
D r a z: smiles kelli as ui take the shoes and place them behind the bar
D r a z: lifts kelli up on the bar
kelli-: starts to dance to the music
D r a z: watches as kelli's hips sway to the sexy beat
kelli-: swaays and dances to the beat
colt_69201: me too but im just watchin!!!!!!
colt_69201: and she is lookin hoooooot!
kelli-: hips humping the air toward Draz
kelli-: turns and bends
D r a z: smiles as i watch the hips close up as she pulses to the music
kelli-: gives Draz a show
colt_69201: lol, uh oh
kelli-: short skirt shows off my thong
D r a z: smiles watching the soft cheeks of kellis ass
kelli-: pulls a couple buttons on my top open
slimdugg: smiles at keley
kelli-: mmmm .. hips change pace
D r a z: watches as the hips switch to the new beat
kelli-: pulls a bar towel up around my neck
slimdugg: oooohhh
kelli-: only button left is just below my boobs
slimdugg: hi trisha
kelli-: rest are open
kelli-:
kelli-:
kelli-:

daviddirects:

hello Trisha..hugssssss

D r a z: smiles watching the buttons
trisha_29: hi david hugsssssss

pop open

hips bounce to the tune
swings towel
slimdugg: yesss
kelli-: under my arms
D r a z: watching asthe hips sway at eye l evel
kelli-: around my waist
kelli-: between my legs and holds it there bending
kelli-: slowly pulling it away as my butt bounces toward Draz
D r a z: smiles watching the towel and the legs
kelli-: the skirt up to my waist
kelli-:
kelli-:

trisha_29:

hops up and sits on my spot on the bar

kelli-: the thong turns out to be a tiny bikini
D r a z: smiles and slides trisha a corona
colt_69201: trisha u watchin too??
trisha_29:

thong

catches it...ty draz

D r a z: smilesseeing how
kelli-: hips bouncing to the

music

kelli-: facing Draz
D r a z: looksup at
kelli-: dark outline

kellis hips as she faces me
plain on the light color
kelli-: slowly squats as the music ends
colt_69201: bro how u keep from already cxxxxxx, i mean controlling urself??
colt_69201: lawd i hope we r in an r rated room
D r a z: grins as kelli squats my eyes caressher thighs
kelli-: working the dancer hard are you?
slimdugg: mmm kelli
D r a z: more more more
kelli-: stands back up and catches the beat
kelli-: really getting into it now
colt_69201: hell kelli every male watching this is!!! and
kelli-: flipping the towel around as my legs dance to the beat
D r a z: watches as the music works kelli to a fever
kelli-: turns away from Draz and bends
kelli-: humps fast to the music
D r a z: smiling as kelli bends to show off those pert cheeks
kelli-: tightens them to the beat
kelli-: bouncing my butt
colt_69201: god forgive me for what im about to say!!!!!!!
trisha_29: hey colt????
D r a z: watches thebouncing

butt ....

kelli-: pops the button and slowly unzips the
kelli-: lets it fall to the bar
D r a z: smiles watching the skirt open up
kelli-: dances for Draz
D r a z: puts the skirt behind

skirt

the bar

slimdugg: watches kelli
kelli-: catches the beat
D r a z: watches the lithebody

take up the beat
bends down to Draz
shakin and shimmyin
one button holding
D r a z: smilesas my eyes meet kellis as she shakes and quives to the beat
kelli-: lil boobies bouncing near Draz face
D r a z: eyes on the button as kellli bounces the boobs
kelli-:
kelli-:
kelli-:

trisha_29:

lol

mouths the word to Draz... button?
raises hands over my head
kelli-: shakin and workin to the music
D r a z: smiles as i nod ...... yes button
kelli-: waiting for the music.. more?
colt_69201: KABOOOM!!! thank u trisha! im going a cig now!
D r a z: watches as the shimmying kelli dance above .............oh yes more
kelli-: picks up the beat
kelli-: down on my knees dancing infront of Draz
kelli-: leaning back
kelli-: top falls open except for the button
D r a z: watchesthe kneeling kelli asshe leansback .. looking along thethighs
colt_69201: ur eyes r breath taking!
colt_69201: whew!
kelli-: hips pushing up and down to the rhythm
D r a z: watches the pulsing hips
panther13_08: eyes caught by kell
kelli-: pushing to the edge of the bar infront of Draz
kelli-: on my knees
kelli-: bouncing to the beat
D r a z: smiles as kelli gets closer as she throbs to the beat
kelli-: sits up on my knees .. reachs out and puts my hands on Draz shoulders
kelli-: swaying .. eyes locked on Draz eyes
D r a z: looks in kellis eyes as she sways
kelli-: picks up the beat
D r a z: grins... as the beat invades kellis body
kelli-: pulls Draz toward me
kelli-: as I sway
D r a z: slidesa hand into kellis back as i get closer
kelli-: soft mmmmmmmmm as I sway and push against you
kelli-: lifting on my knees
kelli-: humping your chest
kelli-: to the beat
kelli-: fingers in your hair
D r a z: smilesas i watch you hump in close . loking up at you
kelli-: looking down into your eyes.. then at the button .. and back to your eyes
kelli-: pushing harder against your chest
D r a z: smilesasi lok at the button and the swell of your breast asyou pressharder
kelli-: press my chest against your face
kelli-: humping your chest harder
kelli-: pounding you to the beat
D r a z: smilesasmy cheeksare pressed in
kelli-: giggles as the beat changes
kelli-: drops to my knees and sits back with your hands still on my back
kelli-: slow sway to the music
kelli-: eyes locked on yours
D r a z: smiles up at kelli and holds in your back # asyiou sway
D r a z: eyes locked
kelli-: head nodding up and down slowly to the music
kelli-: upper body moving to the music
kelli-: eyes locked into yours
D r a z: smilesat kelli ........ as my fingers slide in her back ......
kelli-: breathing slow and heavy.. chest rising and falling as I sway
kelli-: hips join the movement
D r a z: slides kelli in closer and slowly slides her off the bar down my body ,,, eyes
locked on hers as we sway to gether
kelli-: wraps my legs around your waist
kelli-:
kelli-:

arms around your shoulders
fingers in your hair
D r a z: smiles as themusic pulses through us
kelli-: hips huming you to the music
D r a z: as my hands press you closer
kelli-: tongue tracing your lips
kelli-: hips rocking against you
D r a z: smiles at kelli as we pulse together to the beat
kelli-: kiss you deeply
kelli-: tongue swirling deep in your mouth
D r a z: kisses kelli with my fingers in her hair .. tongues swirling
kelli-: pressing tightly against you
D r a z: holding you tight as our lips brush and caress each others
kelli-: humping you hard to the bear
kelli-: beat
kelli-: letting myself down to the floor
D r a z: smile at kelli as the music changes ..................woo hoo .......nice dance kelli
kelli-: wrapping my skirt around me
slimdugg: whew hot
D r a z: laffs think colt exploded
D r a z: laffs toomuch for slim
kelli-: I guess a couple people got a bit .. umm... frustrated??? maybe???
kelli-:
kelli-:

Kelli and Gen

kelli-:

stands and pulls gen to her feet

trisha_29: lol
D r a z: watches kelli and gen
gennasweet1: puts my hand out
gennasweet1:

and grabs kellis hand

walks to the floor ..
kelli-: waits for the music
D r a z: watches the girls walk to the floor
kelli-:

gennasweet1:

looks in your eyes

dirtyrpgirl: sits on a stool and watches kelli
kelli-: smiles
kelli-: leans into you and slowly sways
dirtyrpgirl: omg.i'm
kelli-: picks up the
gennasweet1:

and genna...........

still shaking here
beat

puts my han on your hips

D r a z: watches as dirty shakes and
kelli-: smiles at gen
kelli-: sways my hips to the beat

kelli and genna sway

trisha_29: hops up and sits on my spot watching
kelli-: hands on your shoulders
kelli-: changes to forward and back moves
gennasweet1: holding
kelli-: moves around
gennasweet1:
kelli-:
kelli-:

the girls dance

your hips in my hands as you sway

you

grabs your hand

behind you with my arms around you
holds your hand

gennasweet1: and holds you tight turning
kelli-: my other hand on your tummie

to look up at you

pushing into you
with the beat
kelli-: move you around
kelli-: facing me
kelli-: leaning in
kelli-:
kelli-:

gennasweet1:

my hands slide around on your hips

kelli-: hands
dirtyrpgirl: m

running down your arms
they are so sexy together
D r a z: mmmmmmm so hot
gennasweet1: strokes your
kelli-: moves into you

hair

gennasweet1: feels your hotness
kelli-: face inches from you
kelli-: moving with the beat
kelli-:

.

eyes locked on yours

gennasweet1:

my fingers move over your lips

gennasweet1: wetting them
dirtyrpgirl: wb gabi..............kelli

and genna are dancing together now.........and very sexy at
it too !!!!!!!!!!!
kelli-: opens my mouth
kelli-: sucks your finger
kelli-: my fingers move into your hair
D r a z: smiles as we watch the girls move into each other
gennasweet1: takes my finger
kelli-: straddles your leg and

out and taste your wetmess in my mouth

dirty dance
kelli-: moving with the rhythm
kelli-: pulls your face to me and kissssssssss
gennasweet1: my hands move over
kelli-: mine move down your back
gennasweet1: kisses you deeply

yopur breast

and grip your ass

kelli-: tongues deep
daviddirects: sitting back..watching the dance..
kelli-: holding you making out while the music
gennasweet1: tilts your head to the side
kelli-: ass starts to bounce to the music
gennasweet1: and licks your neck

changes

kate3000: ooooh just in time mmmmm
gennasweet1: feels your hands on my ass
gennasweet1: as we dance together
kelli-:
kelli-:
kelli-:

dances .. down to my knees
hands on your legs
back up your legs .. around your thighs

gennasweet1: kicks off my heels
kelli-: kissing your thighs on the

inside

Gabriela92: soooooo erotic, Genna and Kelli.... mmmmmm.
kelli-: giggles .. a little more my height
gennasweet1: holds the back of your head tightly against my
kate3000: oh yes getting me all hot and
kelli-: opens my mouth and nibbles
kelli-: moves up your body

bothered mmmmm

dancing in your face
hands unbutton your top
kelli-: one button at a time
D r a z: winks as i see the buttons undone
kelli-:
kelli-:

trhighs

kelli-: leaving one buttoned
gennasweet1: head tilts back
kelli-: pulling the top from your
gennasweet1: hands on hips
kelli-:

skirt

hands under it .. dancing around you

kelli-: on your hips
dirtyrpgirl: squirms on

hot

the barstool as i watch kelli and genna.....damn...........they are so

kelli-: holding you while you shake
kate3000: oh dirty i have 2 agree mmmmmm
kelli-: hands disappear under your top
D r a z: wipes the bar as we all enjoy the sight of the girls dance
kate3000: i might have to loosen some clothing mmmmmmmmmmmm
kelli-: pulling it apart as they move up your
gennasweet1: moans
kelli-: slowly moving all over your skin
kelli-:

body

leans you forward as you shake to the music

kelli-: smiles at the words
D r a z: winks at kelli

kelli-: feel my hands move up the front
gennasweet1: my nipples sticking out
gennasweet1: all hard for you

of your body

gennasweet1: feel your hands under my skirt
kelli-: humping you as my hands catch your hard
kelli-: fingers
kelli-:

moving with the beat

nipples between my finger

kelli-: smiling and laffing out loud as I rock to the
dirtyrpgirl: wohooooooooo tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeee

song

D r a z: watches as the girls as i see they wanna d o bad things
dirtyrpgirl: i wanna do bad things with you....oh yeahhhhh

dancing around you.. in rhythm .. and shaking my finger at you when he says.. I
wanna do bad things with you
kate3000: my pulse is racing mmmmmmm
kelli-:

gennasweet1: grinds against your hands
kelli-: hands on your body
gennasweet1: bends over in front of you

dancing with you
shimmy infront f you
kissing your neck and down your skin
kelli-: holding you .. inside your top .. licking my way down your body .. slithering infront
of you
kelli-:
kelli-:
kelli-:

gennasweet1:

bite my neck

kelli-: moves up .. licking to your chin
gennasweet1: as i rub my hands over the front of your
kelli-: opens my mouth wide.. moves to your neck

top

sucking and biting
hands move around your back
kelli-: and down to your butt
kelli-: feel the zipper on your skirt loosen
kelli-: looking into your eyes
kelli-:
kelli-:

gennasweet1: rolls your nipples between
kelli-: gassspppppppppppppppppp
D r a z: winks as we watch the girls
kelli-:

lets the skirt fall

gennasweet1:
kelli-:

my fingers

leans over and kisses them

takes your hot ass in my hands as you kiss my breasts

gennasweet1:

mmmm gripe it tight

kelli-: feel my hands tighten
scarlett2angel: good to see one

thing hasn't changed in here

dirtyrpgirl: whats that scarlett?.......smiles
scarlett2angel: the sexy dancers
kelli-:

dances away from you and unzips my skirt
scarlett

dirtyrpgirl: noo that is still going strong
kelli-: picks up the rhythm
kate3000: hot dancers sizzling ouch
gennasweet1: watches
kelli-: lets my skirt fall

and dances out of it

scarlett2angel: i always had a hard time keeping it on the
D r a z: watches as the beat takes kelli to a new height
kelli-: spins my skirt over my head to the beat

stage when i danced

flyfisher2002: hope everyones well tonight
kelli-: dances over to gen
D r a z: sit back and enjoy the dancing fly
kelli-:

my tight hip hugger panties showing a little camel toe

gennasweet1: watches you as
kelli-: dances infront of you

i see you sweat

D r a z: watches as the girls get their rocks off
kelli-: tosses the skirt to Draz
D r a z: catches the skirt ...folding it and placing
gennasweet1: falls to the dround
kelli-: pulls my top off over my head
dirtyrpgirl
kelli-: dancing
gennasweet1: barefoot, and panties on

it on the shelf

mmmmmm kiss..
infront of Camp smiles and squeezes his third leg to check something
as i move to a booth
kelli-: hands all over you
kelli-:

scarlett2angel: walks

takes your hand
sings along as i watch the 2 dancers ............ only thing looks good on me is
..........you
kelli-: dances toward Draz
Campeoni: pulls acasrlet towards me gropes and squeezes her butt cheeks
D r a z: woo hoo good for uys trisha hugsssssssssssssssssssss
scarlett2angel: wiggles and giggles in camps arms
kelli-:

D r a z:

trisha_29: night genna
kelli-: bi bi trisha
trisha_29: night kelli

kelli-: arm around gen
kelli-: pulling you toward Draz
D r a z: smilesas i watch genna
kelli-: puts my
D r a z: walks
kelli-: key?

and kelli come close
hand out
up to kelli and holds her hand

dirtyrpgirl: applauds
D r a z: passes kelli

the hot dancers..............damn that was so erotic !!!!!!!!!!
the key ............enjoy you too ,......room 19 the best for you

kelli-: awwww...
kelli-: looks at genna
D r a z: wooooooooooo

hooooooooo kelli and genna

kelli-: come on
scarlett2angel: 19
dirtyrpgirl:

is sure been used alot
untill YOUR room is finished kelli......winks

gennasweet1: follows you
kelli-: smiles .. thanx

dirtyrpgirl: have fun you two.......smiles
kate3000: enjoy mmmmm
kelli-: goes up the stairs
Campeoni: have fun kelli
kelli-:

with you in my arm

we go down the hall.. find 19 ..and walk in .. close the door

Sweet rodeo

slips into the hottub wearing only my boy shorts and bikini top i could use
a hot cup of coffee draz
PirateKris: lets the image burn into my mind
D r a z: pours a cup of coffee from the freshly brewed java cofee and places on a LAB
saucer putting it in a tray with some sugar, cream and a spoon and LAB napkin and
taking it over to rodeo in the hot tub * winks.....and llingers a litte to admire her cute
ness
sweet_rodeo_girl: ty draz smiles up at you letting your eyes see down my top as i wiggle to
get comfy
D r a z: smiles admirimng the view of the cleavage and tips rodeos stetson to her over
eyes
sweet_rodeo_girl: stands and dances around in the hottub tring not to splash water as i
move around in small circles rocking my hips an snaps my fingers
D r a z: woohoo watches the weater dripping off rodeo as she shake s it
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at draz lets my hat slip to one side showing off my right eye as my
hips move to the beat of this song letting my hair hang down my back and lets my bikini
top show off the curves of my breasts as my black boy shorts cling and shows off my
tanned skin
D r a z: winksat rodeo ......such a sight for sore eyes
sweet_rodeo_girl: cups some water in both my hands rolls my hips and lets the water drip
between my fingers down my chest and tummy as my body moves to the beat closes my
eyes and lets my feet make waves in the tub
D r a z: watches the water....dribble off rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around letting the warm water flow down my tummy and legs as i
smile and lets my hips sway side to side while i sing along
D r a z: listens to rodeo singing
sweet_rodeo_girl: if i had a towel around my head would i be naked draz?
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at rachel dances around in the tub letting the water make my boy
shorts cling to my hips and ass as i snap my fingers and make sure my hat stays on
rachel_75_1: hehe admiring her from where am sat winks
D r a z: winks at rodeo ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. you look good just as you are rodeo,...,...as she
shakes her hips
sweet_rodeo_girl: draz likes his woman wet..half naked and dancing
D r a z: winks .......... at rodeo
PirateKris: wet boy shorts leaving little to the imagination
D r a z: hot and wet just like the song
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles spins around letting Kris get a good look at my wet boy shorts
while my hips sway with the tune splashing water with my feet as i move around
PirateKris: damn - pacemaker opened the neighbours garage door again
D r a z: laffss
sweet_rodeo_girl:

smiles an snaps my fingers as my hips move to the rhytum rocking my
shoulders side to side as i think how warm the water feels as it drips down between my
breasts and down my long legs
sweet_rodeo_girl: shame on your neighboure Kris
D r a z: watches as the music runs rthrough rodeo and the water dibbles down her
....smiling watchinfg the course of the drip from her neck all the way down
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around shaking my ass at draz letting the water drip down the back
of my thighs as i shake my head and looks into the mirror behind the bar
D r a z: winks as i watch the wter dripping down over the firm cheeks and on dwn her
inner thighs as she shake it to the beat
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and archs my back as my hips sway side to side making small
waves with my feet twrills around and sits down on the edge of the hottub as the song
ends
D r a z: smiles watching rodeo as she sits on the edge of the tub
sweet_rodeo_girl: tips my hat back winks at draz rocks my hips while sitting on my ass sings
lets get the fuck out of here
D r a z: winks at rodeo ................
sweet_rodeo_girl:

Sweet rodeo and Brenda
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my ass against
D r a z: watches as rodeo gets it on

the bar as i sing along to this

watches Rodeo's moves and makes mental notes
dances around with my glass of water shaking my hips with the beat and
rolls my shoulders
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks i wont spill it draz no worries
D r a z: taps my foot to the beat ......laffs good
D r a z: shakes shoulders to the beat
brenda_usa89: i'm sure he was hoping you will spill it, as long as you spill it down the front
of your top
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around letting my skirt fly around my thighs and rocks my head side
to side letting my hair hang down my back while the water splashs around in the glass
smiles at brenda as i move around her
D r a z: think we discovered brendas secret wish
brenda_usa89: smiles back sweetly
brenda_usa89: just trying to help you out Draz
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks he would love it if it splashed on us both
D r a z: smiles ,.,.,.,.,.rodeo knows
D r a z: sips my lemon water and puts the glass down
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips and spins around brenda snaps my fingers as the water
almost gets free of the glass bumps hips with her winks i will be careful
brenda_usa89: smiling, watching her rocking and spinning
sweet_rodeo_girl: moves around behind her smiles at ethan as my hips and shoulders move
with the beat and rubs my ass back to hers while i let some of the water drip down
between my tits
D r a z: watches as the music changes watches the more emphatic moves of the hips
brenda_usa89: wiggles my bottom when i feel hers rub against me
D r a z: watches the droplets as they slither down ger cleavage
D r a z: grins watching brenda as the rythmn take its hold on her
sweet_rodeo_girl: takes a big mouth full sits the glass on a table and dances back around so
i can look into her eyes as my hips move more and waves my arms over my head lifting
my small white top up my tummy
D r a z: smiles looking at the firm young tummy as rodeo strut
brenda_usa89:

sweet_rodeo_girl:

sweet_rodeo_girl:

the top

winks at her tosses my head side to side and wiggles my breasts under

brenda_usa89: my eyes wander up and down
D r a z: grins watching the seductive rodeo

before settling with hers

rodeo sure does have the fire down below
swallows half the water smiles and leans in letting the rest of the now
warm water flow down my chin and grabs her hips to see if she will dance with me
wetting my shirt and shows off im not wearing a bra
D r a z: grins as the top gets transparent
brenda_usa89: my first movement is a slight stumble when she grabs my hips, but slowly
they begin to gyrate and i get my balance beginning to sway with her
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips in small circles as my fingertips caress brenda's hips smiles
as she gets into it and moves my hips with hers as we start to dance around the room
D r a z: watches as the girls dance close together
D r a z: crazy little things ........more more more
brenda_usa89: smiling into rodeo's eyes...my hips rolling, moving in unison with hers, slips
my arms up over her shoulders as we dance around together
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles an looks into her eyes mmmmm thats it tugs her hips as my tummy
grinds against hers and lets her move with me
D r a z: rock on ............ did ya boogie too
sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my hips letting my hair fly across my shoulders an squeezes her
soft hips more while we get closer letting the beat move our hips together
D r a z: smiles watching the hips moving as one
brenda_usa89: tosses my head back, making my long blonde hair whip slightly, my body
now taken over by the music and rodeo's guiding hands
D r a z: watchwes the girls as they get into the dance
D r a z: hey rock on
sweet_rodeo_girl: pprsssss as my hands slide around her waist smiles and rolls my hips as
my tummy and breasts brush against brenda's as we get closer using more of the dance
floor to move around on
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and lets brenda lead as my hips move with hers running my hands
up her back to pull her abit closer
brenda_usa89: moving around the dance floor with rodeo, my hands slip to her hips, holding
them, pulling myself tighter against her our bodies rubbing and grinding with each
movement
sweet_rodeo_girl: looks deep into her eyes smiles letting her guide me around the dance
floor as the room fills up
brenda_usa89: continues dancing with rodeo, moving now effortlessly around the dance
floor, staring back into her eyes, oblivious to the people entering the room
sweet_rodeo_girl: squeezes the small of her back as my hips sway with hers letting my hair
flip side to side as i move in yourt hands making my skirt fly up my thighs and rocks my
head to one side
D r a z: watchs the 2 dancers on the dancefloor
sweet_rodeo_girl: whispers into her ear....and smiles into your eyes as you guide me around
in thew darkness and back into the light
brenda_usa89: spins her around with me, moving in and out of the light, smiling and
giggling softly each time i nearly make us fall
D r a z: watches as brenda and rodeo rock to the music
sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles stumbles and spins around while m y eyes never leave yours
D r a z:

sweet_rodeo_girl:

miles watching the two ladies dance:
tilts my head smiles and pulls brenda closer as m y hips sway with hers
and whispers pour some sugar on me
sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles and lets my fingertips slide up your back tugs and grinds my hips
to yours harder while the beat makes me move the top half of my body side to side
D r a z: watches the 2 sugars
sweet_rodeo_girl: looks around sighs and sits down
sweet_rodeo_girl: thanks for the songs Draz
GetnFitGirl:

sweet_rodeo_girl:

D r a z: hugs rodeo
ratherbe: sweet, ty for
D r a z:

the dance hun
wow that was good again ,,,,ty rodeo .....brenda is starting to come out of her shell

Sweet rodeo and Lucy
sweet_rodeo_girl:

lucys dress

sips my drink letting a few drops drip down between my boobs as i look at

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmm watches
D r a z: smiles as i see the drip glisten in

the drips fall
the light as it slides down the valley
pvclucygirl: eyes locked on the driplets as they roll down that perfect smooth skin
websterace3: dam its getting very hot in here
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks stands and moves over to lucy tilts my head so she can see my blue
green eyes and whispers would you like to dance?
pvclucygirl: what are you drinking sweet?
sweet_rodeo_girl: water right now
pvclucygirl: leans in, slides my tounge up between her breasts .... water
pvclucygirl: smiles, holding out my hand, letting sweet help me down off my barstool
websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhh my
websterace3: watches the two ladies
sweet_rodeo_girl: leans back takes her hand in mine smiles and steps back to give us some
room
pvclucygirl: smiles, loving how the dress clings to me as we start to dance
sweet_rodeo_girl: slips my right hand around her soft hip squeezes as we walk to the dance
floor and lets my left hand cup hers
D r a z: sees rodeo in her boy shorts and tied top?
sweet_rodeo_girl: looking into her eyes as we move around the empty floor letting my hips
move with hers
sweet_rodeo_girl: yes draz i just got up so havent got dressed
D r a z: smiling as the two girls glide seductively onthe dancefloor
pvclucygirl: purring as i let sweet guide me around, almost apologetic about my two left feet, as i hold
on to her tight
websterace3: catches my breath
D r a z: smiles as i see lucys tight dress one second then rodeos tight shorts the next as
they turn ariound the floor
websterace3: maybe I should go back to my booth before I get in trouble
sweet_rodeo_girl: slides my small hands up the silky black dress smiles and grips lucys
sweet curves as my eyes lock hers letting her look into m ine
websterace3: sucks on some ice cubes
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmm its ok i wont step on your feet
D r a z: smiles watching the two girls as they hold onto each other moving around
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at draz as we move around the floor not bummping into anything
D r a z: winks at rodeo ........you two look so good together out there
websterace3: they could bump into me any time he he
sweet_rodeo_girl: wets my lips as we dance in circles letting my tummy and hips sway with
lucy
pvclucygirl: holding her tight, smiling, as we dance, feeling our bodies rub together as we dance close
pvclucygirl: grinding in against her a lil, loving how my dress feels
sweet_rodeo_girl: leans in whispers how long it has been an slides my hands around your
waste and slides my knee between yours as you guide me on the floor
sweet_rodeo_girl: *waist*
D r a z: smilesasthe two xtra seductive women grind into each other as the music moves
them
websterace3: very hot
pvclucygirl: grinding gently against her toned thigh, as my hands wrap around her cute butt, loving
the dance

D r a z: smiling at the two
sweet_rodeo_girl: squeezes

feeling thearousalthey arebuidling ............smouldring
your hips its not the dress i feel smiles and grinds my hips to
yours as my fingers tug the dress up your thighs and softly tugs on your earlobe
websterace3: Lucys dress slide up her lovely thighs
websterace3: watches
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles over her shoulder at webster it is nice huh? as my fingers tug it
higher and rolls my hips with hers
D r a z: notices breasts touching asthey hold each other close and tedressridesupover the
smooth lucy thighs
websterace3: winks back at Rodeo as I watches her hands go higher
pvclucygirl: knowing she can feel my wet heat as i grind against her bare thigh, not caring, loving the
dance so much, feeling her hands on my dress, feeling it slide up
sweet_rodeo_girl: softly moans as my barely covered ass pushs back into her hands as we
move around the dance floor
websterace3: two very lovely asses mmmmmmmmmmmm
pvclucygirl: my fingernails digging into her firm cheeks a lil as i grab tighter, holding on for the ride as
she guides us around the floor
D r a z: smiles watching asthe girls become asone.. gliding in a sexual arousal
websterace3: as I enjoy the lovely view
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmmm lucy whimperss and slides my knee up the inside of her silky
thigh lifting the dress more with my knee
websterace3: ohhhhhhhhh yes
D r a z: smiles asskin touchesskin as they pump into each other ...
sweet_rodeo_girl: nibbles her ear a little more while we move closer letting the beat of the
music move us on the floor
websterace3: very sexual
pvclucygirl: whimpers softly as i feel her teeth on my ear lobe
D r a z: watchs the sensual toing and froing asthegirlsdance to the sexy beat
sweet_rodeo_girl: sways side to side and pushs back into her soft hands so she can feel my
cotton shorts
D r a z: smilesasi see thefire of lust in each as they move
websterace3: I feel the heat all the way over here
sweet_rodeo_girl: slides my hands up your back squeezes and pushs my hips against yours
arching and lets the beat roll my hips while my foot hooks behind your right knee
pvclucygirl: wriggling my fingers a lil, enjoying the feel of her perfect butt, my heat grinding
againsther sweet thigh
sweet_rodeo_girl: ohhh lucy moans in her ear as i nip abit harder letting my breasts crush
against yours while my hands slide down cups your ass cheeks and squeezes
D r a z: watchesas lucy;'s arousal isso obvious ........ under srodeos hands
pvclucygirl: can't help but sneak a quick kiss as we dance around, rubbing my hands against her
yummy ass, massaging slowly, pulling myself against her more
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmm rolls my hips side to side while m y tongue teases yours as we kiss
in the darkness then spins out into the light again
D r a z: grining asi see lucy and rodeo turn each other on to superheated
websterace3: sucks on more ice
sweet_rodeo_girl: steps back and moves around behind lucy smiles and slides my hands up
her hips and moves in behind her
websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmm
pvclucygirl: wiggling my tight ass back against her
pvclucygirl: my tight latex dress hiked up a lil, barely coverin my butt
D r a z: smiles as i see lucys dress riding further up her thighs as she wriggles
sweet_rodeo_girl: whispers as my fingers grip her soft hips and the small of her back the
boys are drooling
websterace3: smiles
pvclucygirl: giggles
D r a z: grinsasi watch .. the girls so excited
websterace3: its very hot here

smiles kisses the nape of her soft neck an tugs your dress up your thighs
more as my tummy grinds against your hips and slides my hands up your arms
websterace3: very lovely
pvclucygirl: lifting my arms above my head as i wiggle back against sweet
D r a z: growlls as i see the lovely body of lucy being experttly tuned by rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: sways behind lucy lifting her arms and dress up her creamy thighs as we
move in tight circles letting webster get a good view of her dress
sweet_rodeo_girl:

sweet_rodeo_girl:
websterace3: looks over at the two lovwly ladies
websterace3: lovely
websterace3: eyes wide open licking my lips
pvclucygirl: smiles at web, as i wiggle my tush
sweet_rodeo_girl: tilts my head kisses the nape

of her soft neck and pulls the front of the
dress up her thighs more to tease him then lets it slide back down nice and slow as we
move together
D r a z: winks at both girls as they dance so close together
websterace3: winks at Rodeo
websterace3: as I enjoy the view
websterace3: feels the heat raiseing
sweet_rodeo_girl: bites down on her earlobe an slips my hands up under each of her breasts
cups them and continues to grind against her ass while the music moves my feet
pvclucygirl: hearing the latex squeak softly as i grind back
pvclucygirl: mmmm baby i purr
websterace3: sucks on more ice
sweet_rodeo_girl: opens and closes my fingers making the letex squeek as i caress each one
harder making her hips move with mine
D r a z: grins atrodeo and lucy as they push into each other
pvclucygirl: mmm yes, grinding to the music
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmm lucy i nip her ear and grinds against her back more while the
music makes us move side to side slower
jll101: enjoys the view
websterace3: walks over o the bar hands Draz a hundred to pay for the ladies drinks when
they get done danceing
D r a z: smiles as the sensual girls writhe to each other
websterace3: goes back to my booth
D r a z: tills the bills
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and takes my hat places it infront of our face tilts my head and
gives her a sweet soft kiss in private as my free hand cups her left breast
D r a z: grins as rodeo use her stetson to hide the sexy kiss
pvclucygirl: purrs into the kiss behind the hat
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmm lucy squeezes my fingers around your firm breast as our tongue
dance around your mouth
pvclucygirl: loving the sweet interplay between our tounges
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks steps back and puts my hat back on slowly turns and moves to the
bar letting you get one last look at my boy shorts and hips
D r a z: watches the girls astheir bodiespulsewith desire ... andkissesthat express their
lust
sweet_rodeo_girl: hello tna smiles at jll an sits with my back to the bar and crosses my legs
pvclucygirl: thank you so much for the dance i gush almost breathlessly
D r a z: smiles as i watch the 2 girls comeback to the bar ......... so highly charged
pvclucygirl: as i wiggle up on my barstool and take a big sip of my champagne to try and cool down
websterace3: ty ladies it was a lovely dance
sweet_rodeo_girl: could i get some more water Draz

Scarlett and thatgirl (Katie)

scarlett2angel: slips

into it kicks my socks off and dances around katie come dance with me

sweety_in_aurora: those are nice....
kismet_13: look good they do
thatgirl1: *gets up off my chair dancing

over to scarlett*
slips my arms around her waist an moves around on the dance floor
letting my hair hang down my back
D r a z: watches the two girl move to each other
thatgirl1: *smiles slides my arms around her neck presses up against her*
scarlett2angel: *softy grips her hips as my hips sway in circles while we look into
eachothers eyes *
D r a z: loks at the two girls as they get their rock on
thatgirl1: *circling my hips to move around with hers pressing tighter to her body pushes my breasts
into hers as we move to the slow beat of the music*
D r a z: smiles as i watch the two girls press together
scarlett2angel: *winks and moves my hips with yours.....slips my hands to the small of your
back while my firm breasts brush against yours*
thatgirl1: *smiles back at her slides one of my hands down your back running my fingers through your
long hair slowly grinding into your body*
D r a z: watches as the rythmn changes at the girls with the fires down below
scarlett2angel: *moanss as my fingertips tug you closer as my tummy bunps against yours
and lets my hair sway against my butt*
D r a z: woo hoo girls
D r a z: they sure got that fire
thatgirl1: *hearing the music choice change picking up the beat to the song bouncing a little on my
feet feeling my breasts move against yours shaking my ass back and pushing my hips inward and
circles into yours*
scarlett2angel: *sways back and forth..lets my fingers grip your soft ass and grinds my body
to yours while you lead me in and out of the dark spots in the bar*
thatgirl1: *slips my fingers from your hair and presses my hand flat on your upper back pulling you in
closer against me swaying my hips in time with yours*
D r a z: wartches the two girls pressed so tight together asthey pulse into each other
scarlett2angel: *pprsssssss into your ear while my hips sway with yours letting my breasts
crush against yours while you tug me closer*
D r a z: passes out iced water
karate820: slips in sitting at the bar watching scarlett and girl dance
thatgirl1: *smiles as she purrs into my ear slides my hand around to grab hers and twirls her out and
around in a circle giving me a chance to lift up my shirt and slides out of it tossing it out from my
hand not seeing where it lands twirls scarlett back into me dancing a little faster as the music
changes*
scarlett2angel: *softly moans and tugs on katie's ear as we move around the dance floor
letting my small hands cup her ass pulls and grinds my hips to hers*
D r a z: yeah yeah yeah ..get yur rocks off honey
thatgirl1: *breathing against her ear as she moans and tugs on mine shivering up against her body
my bra barley containing my breasts into it wiggling my hips up to hers and bends slightly to shake
them out*
scarlett2angel: *smiles into her eyes as she spins me around making my smal top show off
the curves of my tits as we move around tring not to excite the men forget about me its
to late*
karate820: too late not to get the men excited scarlett
thatgirl1: *smiles and looks around seeing the audience has grown grabs onto scarlett's hips twisting
her hips back against mine*
D r a z: watching as the girls move in and out ........... winks
scarlett2angel: *pulls katie onto the stage as my hands slide up her back smiles and slowly
unzips her top to free her breasts as mine want free of my top*
scarlett2angel: smiles

*dancing around on the stage with her as she frees my top shaking my hips back and forth
dancing out and around moving back closer to scarlett dancing with her*
scarlett2angel: *smiles as my soft fingertips caress her back and ever so slowly teases the
clasp on her bra and looks into her eyes as i unclip it*
karate820: goes over and puts a number of bills down for the ladies on the stage giving
each a wink...sits in one of the chairs...getting a closer view
thatgirl1: *winks at her as she unclasps my bra*
D r a z: stands at side of the stage with my kilt on swaying to the tune ,..blowing up the
bag on my bagpipes ......... fingers the pipes
scarlett2angel: *mmmm katie smiles steps back and lets your bra slip into my hands looks
over at draz and tosses it to him for safe keeping*
D r a z: swaying looking at the girls as their breasts jiggle to the beat ....catching the bra
in my sporan
thatgirl1: *smiles giving my bare breasts a shake in front of scarlett*
D r a z: watching as the girls jiggle and shake ion the stage
scarlett2angel: *prsssss in her ear and slips my top off letting my breasts be seen for the
first time as we grind hips and rolls my shoulders with yours*
thatgirl1: *nips at her ear and pushes our breasts together feeling hers on mine wiggles my hips
against hers*
karate820: very nice both of you
karate820: absolutely prrrfection
scarlett2angel: *tilts my head and prssssss into your ear as my fingers grip your hips and
moves you around the room more *
D r a z: watches as the beat invades their souls as the grind into eaxch other
thatgirl1: *smiles kisses the side of her neck as she grips my hips shaking mine with the beat*
scarlett2angel: *whimpersss shakes my hair loose as your touch makes me bite and tug on
your earlobe while my hips move with yours *
D r a z: slapping my hand to the beat on the bar as i watch the girls
thatgirl1: *moans against your neck feeling the bite on my earlobe grips harder on your hips grinding
into your hips*
scarlett2angel: *looks into your eyes smiles and pussh katie into a dark corner for a few
minutes and runs my hands up and down her back squeeing then kisses her neck and
lower .....*
thatgirl1: mmmm scarlett!
D r a z: smiles at katie and scarlett
t_ryst: *swallows hard
scarlett2angel: *prsssssssssss as the tip of my tongue flicks around each of her nipples
making them hard like mine then pulls her back out into the light smiles and dances so
the rom can see us again*
thatgirl1: *grins dancing back out in the room with her dancing around as my body jiggles*
scarlett2angel: *winks as we move around the dance flor making sure to stay on the stage
as my hands cup your butt and rolls m y hips with yours rubbing together with the
rhytum of the song*
D r a z: winks at scarlett ..........and katie ............and dangles the key to room 19 on my
finger
karate820: shifts in my chair as the ladies are smoking up the room
thatgirl1: *giggles at Draz*
scarlett2angel: *giggles and gives the sexy dancer a kiss as my hands squeezes your hips
more while we stand and look into our eyes*
thatgirl1: *kisses scarlett back hugs her whispers into her ear*
scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmm katie smiles and steps back wathing her move to get the
key*
thatgirl1: *releases my grip from around scarlett walks down from the stage and over to Draz taking
the key from his finger*
D r a z: smiles and looks at the two girls ,,,,,,,,enjoy ..........and thanks for the dance girls
scarlett2angel: smiles covers my breasts with my arms an walks to the bottom of the stairs
to wait
thatgirl1:

thatgirl1: it was my pleasure!
karate820: looks like i caught

the best part

karate820: thank you ladies
thatgirl1: *walks over to the bottom

of the stairs*
*winks at karate* it was all fun
scarlett2angel: kisses katies cheek shall we go?
thatgirl1: we shall lets go
karate820: winks back at both of them
karate820: i'm sure it was
scarlett2angel: takes her hand and walks up the stairs nice and slow so karate gets one last
look
karate820: smiles appreciatively
karate820: whistles to himself
thatgirl1: *holding her hand walking upstairs shaking my ass for the guys*
D r a z: watches the two girls sashay up the stairs
scarlett2angel: *whispers to her as we move to the room smiles and swats her soft ass an
unlocks the door*
D r a z: smiles watching those two butts climb the stairs
thatgirl1: mmmmm
thatgirl1:

